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I. Introduction
"Let the people decide!" is becoming a familiar refrain as petitions are
circulated in each election cycle in states across the nation. Petitions for ballot
measures are on the rise, allowing a popular vote to determine important
policy questions on immigration, tax reform, affirmative action, and gay
marriage. The danger of de Tocqueville's Tyranny of the Majority may have
come to fruition with these types of ballot measures.'
Some find the rise in direct democracy to be a clear and present danger to
the interests of minority groups when ballot measures curtail minority group
rights. As one Harvard law professor noted decades ago: "The security of
minority rights and the value of racial equality which those rights affirm are
endangered by the possibility of popular repeal." 2  In the past, at-large
election schemes have diluted minority voting strength; initiatives, which are
1. See, e.g., ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA (Harvey C. Mansfield &
Delba Winthrop eds. & trans., Univ. of Chicago Press 2002) (1835). See also, JOHN HASKELL,
DIRECT DEMOCRACY OR REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT? DISPELLING THE POPULIST MiYTH
11 (2001) (describing the traditional arguments against direct democracy as: "[p]oint 1: only
representative institutions can fill the need for informed deliberation, consensus, and compromise, all
of which are necessary for good government in the public interest. Point 2: arguments for direct
democracy either explicitly state or imply that the opinion of the public has a special character: the
majority by right should rule. Such a viewpoint can lead to the violation of minority rights by
majority tyranny.').
2. Derrick A. Bell, Jr., The Referendu=m Democray's Bamtierto RadalEquialiF, 54 WASH. L. REV. 1,
20-21 (1978) (recognizing that the level of financing has a more significant impact on the success of
a ballot measure than the intrinsic merits of the measure, Bell states, "[t]he record of recent ballot
legislation reflects all too accurately the conservative, even intolerant, attitudes citizens display when
given the chance to vote their fears and prejudices, especially when exposed to expensive media
campaigns.").
really "'at-large elections' on issues instead of candidates" can have the same
effect.3 Professor Bell urged the Supreme Court to exercise its authority to
"prevent an electoral majority from subverting the gains made by minorities
through participation in representative government."' 4  Other systemic
problems with initiatives affecting minority rights include the lack of
accountability by the initiative supporters, the use of yes or no votes that do
not provide room for adjustments that legislation would provide, and the
potentially unconstitutional result of ballot measures that limit minority group
access to political and government processes.5
Echoing this admonition three decades later, Dean Kevin Johnson
cautions that courts should "exercise meaningful judicial review" and "avoid
the instinctive desire to defer to voters who have disadvantaged minorities." 6
When initiatives disadvantage "discrete and insular minorities[,]" Johnson
exclaims that "there can be absolutely no justification for deferential review of
laws enacted by the voters." '7
There is an argument that ballot propositions serve their function well,
allowing the people to express their will through direct democracy, in a way
that finds each voter on the winning side of many initiative campaigns. 8 For
instance, one team of researchers in California concluded that there are no
really big winners or losers in California's direct democracy system. 9 This
research echoes Madison's sentiment that, due to the "great variety of
interests, parties and sects" in the nation, "a coalition of a majority of the
whole society could seldom take place on any other principles than those of
justice and the general good."'10 The argument is based on the rationale that
the varied factions and special interests of society would prevent a majority
from coming to agreement on any law that would be unjust or would not
promote the general welfare.
3. Id. at 25.
4. Id. at 28.
5. See, e.g., Jodi Miller, "Democray in Free Fall" the Use of Ballot Initiatives to Dismantle State
Sponsored Afirmative Action Programs, 1999 ANN. SuRv. AM. L. 1, 33-38, 41 (1999) (noting also that
"[ilssues regarding discrimination, welfare, and immigration are emotional and complex. They can be
manipulated all too easily by politicians to win votes in a manner that tramples on the rights of
vulnerable minorities and disregards the long-term interests of the majority.'%
6. Kevin R. Johnson, A Handicapped, Not 'Sleeing' Giant: The Devastating Impact of the Initiative
Process on Latinalo and Immigrant Communities, 96 CAL. L. REV. 1259, 1292 (2008).
7. Id. at 1296.
8. See, e.g., Zoltan L Hajnal et al., Minoriies and Direct Legislation: Evidence from California Ballot
Proposition Elections, 64J. OF POL. 154, 163 (2002).
9. Id. at 165 (stating "[i]n short there are some real differences in who wins and who loses, but
all voters achieve fairly regular success in direct democracy in California.").
10. THE FEDERALIST No. 51, at 325 Games Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).
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These authors suggest that the evidence is inconclusive on the fairness of
ballot proposition outcomes." In a study conducted on ballot measures in
the state of California, one group of researchers found that minorities are on
the winning side of most ballot measures that involved so-called "minority
relevant propositions." The researchers defined "minority relevant
propositions" as measures on issues that minority voters: (1) claim are
important to them, or (2) have a clear preference for, or (3) are specifically
impacted by because they "directly target or focus on racial or ethnic
minorities."' 12 In the first category, issues that minority voters think are most
important, the researchers found that the majority of voters in the minority
groups are on the winning side most of the time. 13 When minorities have a
clear preference, as demonstrated by voting cohesiveness, "they marginally
improve their odds of being on the winning side of the vote."'14 Latinos do
"marginally worse than blacks and Asian Americans on these propositions but
all racial and ethnic groups win more often than they lose."' 5
The outcome is different in the category of initiatives that directly target
minorities. Given that such initiatives generally involve curtailing, rather than
expanding, minority rights, it is not surprising that with most of these
initiatives, the losing side was the one that the majority of minority voters
selected. 16 The notable diversions from this pattern involved initiatives for
English-only ballots, English as an official language, and bilingual education.
Latinos sided with the majority on the ballot issue, African Americans sided
with the majority on the official language issue, and Asian Americans voted
with the majority on the bilingual education issue. 17 The key to successful
politics may be the recognition of shared interests. 18 While this research
11. See, eg., JOHN G. MATSUSAKA, FOR THE MANY OR THE FEW, THE INITIATIVE, PUBLIC
POLICY, AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY, University ofChicago Press 117 (2004) (acknowledging lack of
evidence as to whether "initiatives or legislatures pose a greater threat to minority rights"). But see
Gavin M. Rose, Note, Taking the Initialive: Polilical Parties Primagy Elections, and the Constitulional
Guarantee of Republican Governance, 81 IND. L. J. 753, 762 (2006) ("[Ejven if government by direct
initiative is deemed 'representative' within the meaning of the United States Constitution, special
problems arise when the subject matter of these proposed laws either adversely affects minority
groups or is presented to the electorate in an unnecessarily complex fashion. In either case, the result
of the initiative process will likely fail to satisfy [Supreme Court of Oregon's] Justice Linde's standard
of representative deliberation.").
12. Hajnal et al., supra note 8, at 165-66.
13. Id. at 167.
14. Id. at 169.
15. Id.
16. See id. at 170.
17. Hajnal et al., supra note 8, at 170-71.
18. MICHAEL C. DAWSON, BEHIND THE MULE, RACE AND CLASS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN
POLITICS 212 (1994) ("The future of African American politics may well depend on how the racial
and economic environment of twenty-first century America dictates which African Americans
perceive that their fates remain linked.').
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supports the notion that minority communities can be on the winning side of
most ballot measures, the fact that some minority groups vote along with the
majority in a way that disadvantages other minority groups does not mitigate
the danger of using the ballot box to restore racial inequality.
Despite these aberrations, Hajnal and his co-authors explain that the
conditions for a tyranny of an Anglo majority do not exist regularly in
California because, regardless of race, California voters seem to want similar
things. 19 Where there are differences, race appears as a less significant factor
than other demographic indicators like education level, age, and political party
affiliation. 20 The fact that the Anglo vote is not monolithic also helps to
prevent a tyranny of the majority, as Madison intimated in Federalist No. 51.21
Madison's view seemed to be based on the wide variety of interests in the
emerging nation, including agricultural, religious, proprietary, and intellectual
pursuits. Others agree with this conclusion for larger groups of people.22
However, given the substantial increases in voting populations from the
Founders' time, we see that even blocks as large as the voting majority in the
state of California can perceive that it is in their interest to infringe on the
rights of minorities as they did with the anti-affirmative action Proposition
209 in 1996 and the anti-gay marriage Proposition 8 in 2008.
When research on voting patterns is extended beyond the state of
California, one finds that initiatives restricting civil rights are approved by voters
at a much greater rate than initiatives generally.23 In response to the question
of whether the majority will tyrannize the minority, one author states: "Mhe
answer is quite clear. Citizens in the political majority have repeatedly used
direct democracy to put the rights of political minorities to a popular vote."'24
It seems that the tyranny of the majority may also be operating in other
jurisdictions through minority targeted propositions that restrict civil rights in
some way. 25
19. Hajnal, supra note 8, at 172.
20. Id. at 172-73.
21. See THE FEDERALIST No. 51 (James Madison), sura note 10, at 324-25.
22. See, e.g., Todd Donovan & Shaun Bowler, Direct Democrag and Minorit R'gbts: An Extension,
42 AM. J. OF POL. SC. 1020, 1023 (July 1998) (concluding that the "size of a jurisdiction affects how
minorities are treated" and "minorities are less protected by direct democracy in smaller
communities-places that we assume have a greater homogeneity of interests.").
23. See Barbara S. Gamble, Putting Civil Rights to a Popular Vote, 41 AM. J. OF POL. SCI. 245
(1997) (providing support for Bell's point, see supra note 2, about restricting civil rights leading to a
greater likelihood of success than those expanding civil rights).
24. Id. at 261 ("[A]nti-civil rights initiatives have an extraordinary record of success: voters have
approved over three-quarters of these, while endorsing only a third of all substitutive measures.").
25. William E. Adams, Jr., Is it Animus or a Difference of Opinion? The Problems Caused by the Invidious
Intent of Ani-Gay Ballot Measures, 34 WILLAME~rE L. REV. 449, 466 (1998). After proving a brief
history of anti-gay measures and quotes from Federalist No. 51 on the dangers of factions and
injustices perpetrated by one segment of society against another, the author then analyzes why the
2010]
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That tyranny may be evident in the anti-affirmative action ballot measures
that have been promoted by the American Civil Rights Institute. Ward
Connerly, the primary architect of California's Proposition 209, and
Michigan's Proposal 2, had planned what he called a Super Tuesday for Equal
Rights, where voters in five states would vote on anti-affirmative action
propositions during the 2008 Presidential election. 26 Connerly's signature-
gathering efforts were unsuccessful in Missouri, Arizona, and Oklahoma, 27
but he placed the measure on the ballots in Colorado and Nebraska. 28 The
Colorado proposition failed; the Nebraska proposition succeeded.
Part II of this article begins with a brief explanation of the history and
justifications for direct democracy and then addresses challenges and critiques
of this method of legislating. It then analyzes social science literature to
promulgate a list of six "persuasion factors" that operate in ballot campaigns
to influence voter decision-making. Those factors are fairness and balance,
interest group identification, forewarning, distraction, apparent credibility, and
predispositions. Part III analyzes the print, internet, and audio-visual
advertisements for the anti-affirmative action ballot measures in the 2008
election cycle, evaluating how the media campaigns made use of the
persuasion factors to influence election outcomes. Part IV proposes solutions
for lessening the impact of media bias and persuasion "tricks," to provide
voters with more accurate information about the ballot measures that they
face in each election.
II. Direct Democracy
A. Origins and Critiques
Direct Democracy is based on the notion that the people retain power to
legislate on their own behalf. It derives from the Roman example, where all
citizens met in an open forum to debate political issues and vote en masse.
The low number of citizens (free, property-owning males) enabled all citizens
to participate in the important questions of the day. By the time the United
States was established, however, large geographic distances separating
underlying intent of the initiative proponents has a demoralizing impact on gays and lesbians,
including an increase in hate crimes and the reinforcement of stereotypes. Id. at 469-71. Adams
explains that "[b]allot measures concerning the rights of unpopular minority groups often appeal to
dark feelings and fears. Voters with hostile attitudes may believe the electorate at large shares their
views when campaigns justifying the denial of gay rights through stereotypes lead to victorious ballot
measures." Id. at 477.
26. Katherine Spillar, Ward Connery Using Deceptive 'Civil Rigbts' Iniiaives to Ban Afjimaive Action,
MS. MAGAZINE, Winter 2008, at 34, available at http://www.msmagazine.com/
winter2008/WardConnerlyPartl .asp.
27. See infra notes 120-40.
28. See infra notes 149-51, 227-29.
population centers, and its increasing population of citizens made true direct
democracy virtually impossible, and the union of the states was based on a
hybrid form of representative democracy.
The essence of representative democracy is to provide a layer of
protection between the majority will and legislative enactments. This
separation permits the reasoned, educated, and experienced minds of elected
officials to temper passions and compromise in order to legislate in the public
interest, which serves the common good, rather than specific interests and
constituencies. However, the founders recognized that even elected
legislators may not always be appropriately responsive to the will of the
people electing them.
Out of a concern that on certain issues the elected representatives may be
unresponsive to the popular will, the founders argued that an aspect of direct
democracy should be included in the federal constitution. 29  Madison
recognized the democratic ideal that people also operate as a check on the
government. Where the government departments are not adequately
representing the interests of the populace or of society, the people retain the
right to address those inadequacies. The right does not exist solely to expand
or contract government, as was arguably the rationale for the Constitution
replacing the Articles of Confederation, but also to correct failures in the
system.30
Nevertheless, Madison did not expect that all appeals to the people
involved failures in the government. 31 Too many interruptions by the people
in the process of government could be detrimental, especially in the beginning
stages of the new government. For this reason, periodic rather than
occasional appeals may be a more "proper and adequate means of preventing
and correcting infractions of the Constitution." 32
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the people
instituted political reforms to strengthen this notion of government by the
29. THE FEDERALIST No. 49, at 313-14 (James Madison) ("As the people are the only
legitimate fountain of power, and it is from them that the constitutional charter, under which the
several branches of government hold the power, is derived, it seems stricdy consonant to the
republican theory to recur to the same original authority, not only whenever it may be necessary to
enlarge, diminish, or new-model the powers of government, but also whenever any one of the
departments may commit encroachments on the chartered authorities of the others.').
30. See THE FEDERALIsT No. 50, at 318 (James Madison).
31. THE FEDERALIST No. 49, at 314 (James Madison) ("[lIt maybe considered as an objection
inherent in the principle that every appeal to the people would carry an implication of some defect in
the government, frequent appeals would, in great measure, deprive the government of that
veneration which time bestows on everything, and without which perhaps the wisest and freest
governments would not possess the requisite stability.").
32. The FEDERALIST No. 50, at 317 (James Madison).
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people. 33 Members of the Populist and Progressive movements made efforts
to incorporate initiative and referendum procedures into the various state
constitutions. Between 1898 and 1918, twenty-four states adopted an
initiative or referendum process. 34 As of 2003, twenty-four states provide for
direct legislation and direct state constitutional amendments through initiative
processes, 35 while other states use the referendum process. 36
The specifics of the initiative process vary from state to state. The main
components involve drafting a state statute or state constitutional
amendment, gathering a sufficient number of signatures to place the measure
as a proposition on a state ballot, defending the signature gathering phase
through a verification process, campaigning on both sides, voting by the
electorate, and post-vote litigation over the resulting measure. 37
Many states experience pre-vote and post-vote litigation about the
language, title, or summary of ballot measures, the way in which petition
signatures were gathered and allegations of fraud in that process, as well as
about violations of the single-subject rule and the constitutionality of enacted
propositions. 38  Allegations of deception and fraud undermine public
confidence in the initiative process and in the validity of election outcomes. 39
These risks are just as evident in the signature gathering phase as in the voting
phase, and will be discussed in reference to the specific anti-affirmative action
propositions in Section III. 40
33. See M. DANE WATERS, INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM ALMANAC 3 (2003) (noting that
the "cornerstone of their reform package was the establishment of the initiative process for they
knew that without it many of the reforms they wanted-that were being blocked by state
legislatures-would not be possible.").
34. Id. at 4 (noting that many cities have also adopted the process-"mostly in the West").
35. Id. at 37.
36. The referendum process is one through which the legislature places constitutional
amendments and other statutes on the ballot. A full discussion of referenda is outside the scope of
this article.
37. See, e.g., WATERS, s: pra note 33, at 12 (noting in a discussion of referenda that "although the
initiative process is different in every state, there are certain aspects that are common to all. The five
basic steps to any initiative are: 1) preliminary filing of a proposed initiative with a designated state
official; 2) review of the initiative for compliance with statutory requirements prior to circulation; 3)
circulation of the petition to obtain the required number of signatures; 4) submission of the petition
signatures to state elections official for verification of the signatures; 5) the placement of the initiative
on the ballot and subsequent vote.'").
38. See generaly id., ch. 6 (discussing the courts and the initiative process).
39. Jocelyn Friedrichs Benson, Electfion Fraud and the Iniiatve Process: A Study of he 2006 Michigan
Citil Rights Initiative, 34 FoRDHAM URB. L.J. 889, 912 (2007) ("Electoral fraud in the initiative process
is particularly pernicious because it (1) increase the likelihood of tainted or inaccurate electoral
outcomes, (2) raises suspicions among voters as to the legitimacy of the process, and (3) threatens the
role of an initiative as a direct expression of the electorate's view on a particular issue or policy. If
the results of an election are inaccurate due to voter deception, the election will produce a result that
fails to reflect the will of the people.').
40. See infra notes 120-39 and accompanying text.
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Aside from fraud, a number of challenges arise from the initiative process.
Voters may not be accurately or completely informed about an initiative's true
ramifications, and thus may be confused or deceived into voting contrary to
their interests; campaign spending and publicity may significantly affect the
outcome of an initiative vote; and the number of initiatives on a particular
ballot, as well as the timing of when certain initiatives reach the ballot, can
unduly influence the voting outcome. All of these factors may lead to the
passage of initiatives that do not reflect the popular will or to the failure of
some that do.
B. Campaign Financing Discrepancies
The impact of financial contributions on initiative campaigns raises
concerns about whether election outcomes reflect the true will of the people.
Money's influence tends to undermine public confidence in the system. 41 To
the extent that "the public is uninformed about politics" some argue that
"disproportionate campaign spending is often decisive to election
outcomes." 42 Heavy spending by one side has been found to be associated
with "distortion and oversimplification of the arguments." 43 Many scholars
note that money spent to oppose initiatives is much more effective than
money spent in support of initiatives. 44 However, another study shows that
effective grass roots organizations can be successful in the initiative process
even when they are substantially outspent by their opponents. 45
To address the potential distortion of issues caused by one-sided
spending, Betty Zisk proposes recognizing the value of parity, which requires
41. See, e.g., Richard L. Hasen, Rethinking the Unconstitutionaky of Contribution and E.\penditure
Limits in Ballot Measure Campaigns, 78 S. CAL. L. REV. 885, 912 (2005) (citing statistics from public
opinion polls). Hasen finds that it appears that "a large number of voters (though not necessarily a
majority) are concerned about the role of money in the initiative process." Id.
42. Michael Kang, Democratizing Direct Democrag: Restoring Voter Competence through Heuristic Cues
and Disclosure Plus', 50 UCLA L. REV. 1141, 1143 (2003).
43. BETTY H. ZISK, MONEY, MEDIA AND THE GRASS ROOTS, STATE BALLOT ISSUES AND
THE ELECTORAL PROCESS 120-21 (1987) (noting that when both sides spend heavily, voters are not
more likely to get accurate information). Zisk uses the Clean Air Act as an illustration in which the
campaign stressed the problem of secondhand smoke and the opposition focused on the greatly
exaggerated cost of putting up no smoking signs, and campaigned with slogans like 'they're at it
again,' implying a sinister force at work rather than the thousands of citizens who had signed the
petition." Id. at 121.
44. Vee, e.g., HASKELL, supra note 1, at 104; WATERS, supra note 33, at 457; David B. Magleby,
Let the Voters Decide? An Assessment of the Initiatire and Referendum Process, 66 U. COLO. L. REV. 13, 39
(1995).
45. ELISABETH R. GERBER, THE POPULIST PARADOX (1999), quoted in WATERS, spra note 33,
at 457 (noting how Gerber found that money is "necessary but not sufficient for success at the ballot
box. By contrast, research found that citizens groups with broad-based support could much more
effectively use direct legislation to pass laws. When they are able to mobilize sufficient financial
resources to get out their message, these groups are much more successful at the ballot box, even
when economic interest groups greatly outspend them.").
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more than providing free air time to campaigns that run out of money.46 This
approach is discussed in more detail in Section IV.4 7 Parity in expenditures,
as opposed to exposure, is not an effective solution. 48 Out-spending one's
opponent can lead to success, but it does not seem to improve the quality of
information disseminated to the voters.49 One goal of exposure parity may be
to assist the opponents of a measure, who spent most of their money during
the petition stage and did not leave enough money for the campaign once a
measure they oppose has been selected for the ballot. Such a goal would also
have to account for money that was simply misspent (e.g., paying too much
for the petition drive and leaving insufficient funds for the substantive
campaign), and consider whether the media outlets should be responsible for
picking up that slack.
C. Voter Confusion
Many voters lack substantial knowledge about initiative measures, which
leads to confusion and uncertainty about how to vote.50 Kang explains that
voter confusion on ballot measures can be reduced by providing "heuristic
cues," which are the kind of help that is available to voters in candidate
elections.51 An example of a heuristic cue for shoppers is a familiar brand
name on a particular product. Party identification is the most salient heuristic
cue for candidate elections, but Kang recognizes that the point of popular
initiatives is to disconnect from the party machinery, and that even though
parties can and do suggest a yes or no vote on particular ballot propositions,
46. ZISK, supra note 43, at 121 (noting that when the fairness doctrine provided free time to
campaigns with limited funds, that exposure did not result in either parity "in the amount of time
available, or quality of time slots").
47. See infra notes 251-60 and accompanying text.
48. ZISK, supra note 43, at 136 (concluding "far from serving as an effective check on each
other, both sides simplified or sidetracked major issues, indulged in endless argument and litigation
over the truth of the opponents' claims, and in general simply compounded the confusion for the
voter.").
49. Id. at 136.
50. Kang, supra note 42, at 1142 (noting that "[yoters do not know basic facts about ballot
measures, seem confused about the issues, and appear unduly influenced by superficial advertising"
but also recognizing that voters "can be perfectly competent, just not in the way that many
commentators would like them to be"). Other researchers support this view. See, e.g., WX'ATERS, spra
note 33, at 456 ("[R]esearch shows that voters find cues about how their interests might be affected
by a proposed initiative or referendum. One of the most useful of these cues is knowing who favors
or opposes the measure. Responsiveness to these and other cues suggest that voters reason about
their ballot decisions in an informed manner, at least in a minimalist sense.").
51. Kang, supra note 42, at 1149 (arguing "what helps voters in candidate elections and
simplifies the vote choice are 'heuristic cues' that summarize relevant decisionmaking [sic] criteria
into easily understood choices. The source of voter confusion in direct democracy is not political
ignorance or campaign spending, but the scarcity in issue elections of these familiar heuristic cues
that voters customarily use to figure out difficult decisions.").
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they do so infrequently. 52 With the affirmative action ballot issues, many
candidates waited until the end of the campaign to make public their
opposition to the measures.
Kang argues that the lack of help from candidates and the parties makes
voters more confused and increases the importance (and persuasiveness) of
heavy spending against an initiative.5 3 In the quest for cues, voters often look
at the supporters or proponents of an initiative, but the names of many of the
supporting organizations rarely give insight into the views of those behind the
scenes. 54 For instance, the American Civil Rights Institute sounds like it
would be pro-affirmative action for racial minorities, but in fact is the
organization behind Ward Connerly's quest to eradicate affirmative action in
public education, employment, and contracting. 55 The names are specifically
designed, in some, cases to obfuscate, and these names of the supporters can
be very influential in the outcome of the ballot measure. 56 Legitimate pre-
existing organizations, such as the ACLU and NAACP, may be cautious in
putting their name on measures because of the potential opposition from their
non-supporters.
Many claim that a confused voter will vote "no" on a ballot proposition. 7
Zisk analyzed this claim and determined that "confusion exploited by an
aggressive advertising campaign on the negative side" is even more likely to
lead to a "no" vote. 58 However, this "oppose if you are confused" rationale
did not seem to work in most jurisdictions (California, Washington, Michigan,
and Nebraska) for the anti-affirmative action initiatives. Addressing the issue
52. Id. at 1151 (asserting "party identification is generally unhelpful in issue elections. Direct
democracy by definition asks voters to decide issues directly. Ballot measures do not come to the
voter affixed with a partisan label.").
53. Id. at 1156 ("Heuristic cues, by bolstering voter competence, might make it less likely that
voters will be so influenced against ballot measures by heavy campaign spending. If heuristic cues
were accessible, voters might be better able to understand the ballot question and vote their interests,
rather than falling back to the default choice of voting 'no' or abstaining.").
54. Id. at 1158.
55. See American Civil Rights Institute, http://www.acri.org (last visited Jan. 22, 2010).
56. Kang, supra note 42, at 1164 ("Delivery of heuristic cues to these civic slackers is an effort
to render more meaningful the campaign advertising to which civic slackers respond. For example,
source disclosures attached to campaign advertising contextualize advertising and help civic slackers
evaluate whether those messages are persuasive in light of their source. The disclosures inform civic
slackers who supports which side of a ballot question and help them to understand in a quick,
familiar manner what the ballot question is really about. Broadcasting heuristic cues improves voter
competence in seamless fashion, without disrupting the way that civic slackers decide how to vote.
Rather than replace television and radio advertising with somber written appeals and town hall
meetings, reform can make campaign advertising more useful to civic slackers and everyone else.").
57. See, e.g., HASKELL, supra note 1 at 104. See also ZISK, supra note 43, at 167.
58. ZISK, supra note 43, at 169. See also HASKELL, supra note 1, at 104 ('When voters are
confused as to the meaning of a proposition, either because of their lack of research or through
efforts to write the proposal in a confusing way, they tend to oppose it.").
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of the "yes" votes on certain propositions, Zisk states that the free rider
principle worked in the Proposition 13 campaign in California because voters
were focused on the benefits, rather than the costs, of the tax cut.5 9 Zisk
explains that "in some cases the public campaign seems to reduce complex
arguments to slogans; in others, the public arguments seem, in contrast, to
mask or render respectable the more primitive emotions at work." 60  Zisk
does not conclude that the less knowledgeable voter is irrational or improperly
guided by passion and emotions. 61
The Founders considered this problem of irrationality, stating that the
"danger of disturbing the public tranquility by interesting too strongly the
public passions is still a more serious objection in a frequent reference of
constitutional questions to the decision of the whole society."' 62 Those public
passions must remain in check, however, for the good of the republic.
Otherwise, turbulence and demise can result from direct democracy.63
Another factor that contributes to voter confusion is the history of
subsequent litigation over (un)intended consequences of ballot measures that
pass with a majority vote. The recent campaign against same-gender marriage
in the state of California illustrates what one author describes as the direct
democracy "bait-and-switch," whereby the true consequences of a ballot
measure are obscured in order to obtain the broadest support.64  This
obfuscation is not necessarily intentional because the drafters and proponents
of an initiative do not have definitive knowledge as to how a subsequent court
or administrative office will interpret the newly enacted law or constitutional
59. ZISK, supra note 43, at 84.
60. Id. at 191.
61. Id. (stating that rational choice theory under some modifications "leaves ample room for
the motivating power of the noninstrumental benefits of information gathering by voters"). She
continues that "there seems to be no apriori reason to exclude the opportunity for venting feelings of
anger, helplessness, or revenge through the vote on provocative topics like property taxes, the death
penalty or abortion. Whether this sort of expressive activity is good for democracy or is what the
early advocates of the mechanisms of direct democracy had in mind is another question ...." Id. at
192.
62. THE FEDERALIST No. 49 Games Madison), supra note 29, at 315.
63. Magleby, supra note 44, at 19-20.
64. Glen Staszewski, The Bait-and-Switch in Direct Denocragy, WIS. L. REV. 17, 20 (2006) ("In
order to utilize this technique, initiative proponents must (1) qualiEf, a particularly popular idea for the
ballot; (2) draft the measure in sufficiently broad or ambiguous temas to create 'collateral
consequences'; (3) either evade questions about those collateral consequences during the election
campaign or flatly deny that they were intended (perhaps criticizing the opposition for even posing
such questions); and (4) establish the collateral consequences through litigation or by lobbying
executive officials who are responsible for implementing the measure.'. The article then describes
the debate over whether domestic partnership benefits would be affected by the passage of Proposal
2 (affinning that marriage is between a man and a woman) and describes how partnership benefits
were excluded from the proponents' conversation during the campaign phase, but then were
challenged as violating the constitutional amendment by recognizing marriages between people of the
same gender in giving out benefits. See generally id. at 22-32.
amendment. 65 Providing some interpretive guidance on the ballot pamphlet
likely will not solve the problem because there is no post-election
accountability if the interpretation is wrong.66 In addition, the prohibition
against changing ballot language once the signatures have been gathered and
approved also forecloses the opportunity to fix or clarify ambiguous or
erroneous language prior to the election. 67  Substantive canons of
interpretation could help to defray this concern by focusing on proponent
arguments during the campaign in reaching a decision about how the measure
should be interpreted. There are numerous difficulties with implementing
such an approach,68 and other potential solutions are discussed in Part IV,
infra.69
Sometimes the opposition uses a "kill clause" in a counter-proposition so
that whichever proposition wins will nullify the other. 70 Is it a disservice to
democracy to put more confusing and misleading initiatives on the ballot?
When voters are forced to vote on multiple ballot measures that cover the
same topic, the outcome of those elections may not accurately reflect voter
preferences in serial order.71
D. Timing and Volume
The timing of ballot initiatives strongly affects voter turnout, as evidenced
by the fact that primary and state or special elections have substantially lower
voter turnout rates as compared to national elections. 72 While a heavily
contested primary election or an incendiary issue on a special election can
draw more voters, the smaller pool of voters in the primary and special
elections changes the demographic of the voting pool because a larger
proportion of voters in primary elections are better educated and more
65. Id. at 33 (explaining "even when the initiative proponents do not overdy mislead the
electorate about the intended consequences of their measure, the same structural features increase
the risk that successful ballot measures will have collateral consequences that were never anticipated
or approved by the voters.").
66. Id. at 37 (noting that "[i]ndeed, the initiative proponents may have every incentive to take a
'moderate' position on interpretive issues prior to an election in order to increase their likelihood of
success at the polls. They may retain an equally strong incentive, however, to adopt a more 'extreme'
or perhaps contrary position after the election when successful ballot measures are interpreted and
implemented by executive and judicial officers.").
67. Id. at 38.
68. See, e.g., id. at 46-47.
69. See infra notes 232-60 and accompanying text.
70. HASKELL, spra note 1, at 104 (noting that "[counter] proposals often include so-called 'kill
clauses,' which provide that the proposition on a similar topic that gets the most votes will take
precedence if both or all receive majority support.").
71. Id. at 140-44.
72. Magleby, selpra note 44, at 32 ("Strategic timing can also affect initiatives slated for general
elections, but turnout varies more dramatically in primaries and presents more important strategic
opportunities for proponents.").
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affluent. 73  Affirmative action is a middle class issue. Poverty can still be
considered by the state, though the impoverished are not a suspect class, and
wealth can still buy access for the upper class. For the middle class, however,
affirmative action is a straw man barrier to success for themselves and their
children. The anti-affirmative action measures have largely been presented at
general elections to help ensure the largest voter turnout. Had some of these
measures been on primary ballots or special elections, they would have been
more likely to suffer the same fate as Ward Connerly's other race initiative, the
racial privacy legislation of Proposition 54, which failed when the election date
was moved up to accommodate a governor recall election in the state of
California. 74
The number of propositions on a particular ballot also has an impact on
the outcome. A proposition in an election in which there are more than a few
propositions under consideration may fall subject to voter drop-off, a term
meaning that of those who show up to vote, few bother to vote on items
located more towards the end of the ballot. 75 Moreover, contrary to the
original notion of the populist approach, many of the ballot measures are
initiated by the legislature, rather than the people.7 6
Voter turnout on ballot measures is lower for those with less formal
education, lower socioeconomic status, and in younger age groups. 77  In
addition, those with lower education and income levels who do vote on all the
ballot measures "are more likely to confuse their vote on the ballot question
from their position on the issue being decided. '7 8 In apparent contrast, the
Waters Almanac notes that voters with lower education levels still obtain
information from an average of three sources and are no more or less likely to
73. Id. ("[P]rimary voters are better educated, older, better off, and more ideological than voters
in general elections. The biased composition of primary voters calls into question the legitimacy of
deciding ballot questions in primary elections.").
74. For a detailed account of this failed initiative, see Chris Chambers Goodman, Redacting Race
in the puest for Colorbltid Jusfice: 1-low Racial Priva9 , Legislation Subverts Anticscnminaion Laws, 88 MARQ.
L. REv. 299, 300-05 (2004).
75. For instance, Professor Uelman quips, "Like the carnivorous plant in the movie Little Shop
of Horrors, the initiative industry opens its mouth in anticipation of every election, says, 'feed me!'
and then grows larger. Each time Californians go to the polls, they expect to encounter a dozen
ballot propositions, to determine questions as basic as who should go to jail, who should be
executed, who should pay taxes and how much they should pay and who can marry whom. Initiative
contests become the political battleground where trial lawyers shoot it out with insurance companies,
prosecutors face off against crininal defense lawyers, the religious right confronts the gay rights
movement, and environmentalists take on polluters." Gerald F. Uclmen, Handling-Hot Potatoes.Judicial
Re'iew of California Initiatives After Senate v. Jones, 41 SANTA CLARA L. RE\V. 999-1000 (2001).
76. See WATERS, supra note 33, at 456.
77. Magleby, supra note 44, at 34 (stating "those with lower incomes or less education tend to
skip voting on ballot questions at much higher rates.").
78. Id.
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be swayed merely by media advertising.7 9 Nevertheless, the question remains
whether initiative outcomes accurately reflect voter preferences.
E. Special Interests Versus Popular Will
The initiative agenda may be set largely by special interest groups and not
necessarily by a grass-roots movement originating with "the people.' ' 80 Far
from being reform-minded, initiatives tend to perpetuate the status quo.8'
Instead of the groundswell of popular support that the petition drive was
designed to ensure, the groundswell is created by the media and special
interests, not of support, but simply at the signature gathering stage, to let
everyone have a chance to vote on the issue and see what the majority
decides. This leads to a skewed view of the popular will because the people
only get to vote on what is placed before them.8 2 The Waters Almanac
apparently disagrees with this critique based on research findings that broad-
based popular support for an idea leads to more successful initiatives than
those of special interests with large bank accounts. 83
Special interest groups also substantially influence the public debate.
Special interest groups engage in political campaigns to place certain issues on
the ballot and can be heavily involved in drafting the precise language of a
measure to maximize its political impact. 84 Because "advertising campaigns
79. See WATERS, sipra note 33, at 456 (presenting research demonstrating that "1l1ow education
does not appear to prevent access to ballot information, nor does it force [low educated voters] to
rely on commercial advertising. Low educated voters are not more likely than the well educated to
report that they rely upon paid media (TV, radio or newspaper ads, or campaign mailings). The
average low educated voter reports using at least three different information sources, compared to
4.2 for the well-educated. These results suggest that the vast majority of participating voters are
unlikely to be 'manipulated' by duplicitous commercial campaign information. The research also
found that some voters abstain when information demands are too great.").
80. Magleby, spra note 44, at 35 (noting how the "most powerful people in the initiative and
referendum process are the people who set the agenda for the voters to decide at the next election,
and that agenda typically reflects the narrow goals of the proponents of initiatives and
referendums.").
81. HASKELL, spra note 1, at 104 (stating "[i]n fact, the evidence is overwhelming that the
initiative process is a fairly conservative policy-making instrument.... In short the status quo is often
preserved, either because groups are adept at finding attack points in the propositions and wage
sophisticated campaigns to oppose them, or because they are able to develop clever counter
proposals and get those on the ballot.").
82. Another author echoes some of the criticism of Professor Magleby, supra note 44, saying
that "the issues raised by the initiative process have not reflected those that voters identify as their
most pressing concerns." Adams, supra note 25, at 457.
83. See WATERS, supra note 33, at 457.
84. Miller, supra note 5, at 24-27 (reiterating the point that one-sided spending in ballot
campaigns results in distortion and even deception, because most voters receive their information
from paid advertising, which tends to confuse rather than clarify the issues). Miller explains that
"[d]ue to the lack of substantive analysis, advertising attempts to appeal to the voters' emotional
oudook on the subject rather than to their intellect. Accordingly, both opponents and proponents of
2010]
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are often designed to persuade, not to inform," bias and outright inaccuracies
creep in.85  While the arguments for direct democracy are important, the
initiative process has become a perverted form of what once entailed face-to-
face meetings of the people to debate and discuss the issues. Now the debate
is primarily waged in the media.
Haskell refutes the populist theory of voting, stating: "In effect, it can be
shown that identifing the popular will by taking a vote is literally impossible to do with
any certainoy or predsion. Can Voting achieve what populists intend for it to
achieve? The answer is no." 86 Haskell also believes that the populist theory is
"undesirable, because the apotheosis of the popular will can lead to tyranny by
the majority."87  For instance, many issues of substantial concern to
communities of poverty and color never make it onto the ballot. 88 This
absence is one reason why direct democracy threatens minority rights. 89
Despite these concerns about the influence of financing, voter confusion,
timing, volume, and special interests discussed above, the majority of
Californians are confident enough to maintain the initiative system.90 The
next section examines the influence of the media in shaping the initiative
agenda.
an issue have an incentive to confuse voters about the significance of a 'yes' or 'no' vote." Id. at 29-
30.
85. Id. at 7. Miller further noted "when a select group of well-financed individuals has the
power to fashion a campaign to eliminate these [affirmative action] programs, fundamental
democratic principles of equal representation and majority rule are compromised." Contra id. at 3
(explaining how advertising campaigns are designed to persuade, not to inform, whereas news stories
should be to inform, not persuade, and taking a different view than Zisk about two-sided heavy
campaign spending) with ZISK, supra note 43.
86. HASKELL, supra note 1, at 13.
87. Id. at 15.
88. Magleby, supra note 44, at 35 ("Absent from the initiative agenda are issues of concern to
the poor, the less educated, and those who lack political organization or financial resources. Instead,
issues tend to reflect the concerns of ideological or reform groups that have been unsuccessful in
getting their way with the legislature, or who desire to elevate their issue as a result of the media
attention that comes with getting a measure on the ballot.").
89. HASKEL, sipra note 1, at 108 (staring "Ii]n a political system predicated on the principle of
protecting individual liberty and the rights of minorities, any potential threat from majorities able to
implement their will with few obstructions must be taken seriously."). Haskell then cites law
professor Lynn Baker's defense that representative democracy does no better job of protecting
minority rights. Id. at 110 (citation omitted).
90. Hasen, supra note 41, at 912 (recognizing "[tlhese statistics do not, however, tell the full
story. By large majorities, Californians approve of statewide ballot measure elections" thinking that
they are fair, and that the voting public makes better decisions overall than the legislature).
III. The Persuasive Power of the Media
A. Persuasion Factors
Social science research provides some important information about the
impact and effectiveness of persuasive messages. Numerous factors can
affect persuasion, including forewarning, distraction, expertise, credibility, and
predisposition. Forewarning studies examine the extent to which a subject
expects a message to try to persuade her. Distraction evaluates how a
subject's exposure to multiple sources of sensory input alongside the delivery
of a persuasive message affects the subject's receptivity to the message. The
expertise and credibility factors consider the role of the messenger, her
credentials and statements suggesting a position of superior knowledge,
reliability, or common interest. The predisposition factor evaluates the extent
to which a subject is inclined to accept or reject a particular persuasive
message. In addition, interest groups, as discussed above, play an important
role in persuasion, as do the fairness and balance of the presentation. Each of
these factors is described in more detail below, and the next section evaluates
the initiative campaigns in fight of these factors.
Media campaigns utilize these factors to persuade or influence voters.
These campaigns can legitimize interest groups as well as provide information
about the substantive arguments that the interest groups are making. 91
Rhetoric and the "manipulation of the public vocabulary" are tools used to
persuade and re-shape public opinion and they are used by the media as well,
despite the appearance (or goal?) of objectivity. 92 Through an analysis of the
frequency with which pro- and anti-abortion themes appeared in news stories,
and which side's theme dominated the news coverage, one study illustrated
how interest group spokespeople influence the actual text of news stories. 93
Terminology is an effective tool in shaping arguments and counter-arguments
in the public debate on ballot measures. Part III of this article will examine
the specific terminology used in various media advertisements for and against
the propositions in the 2008 election. 94
91. Julie L. Andsager, How Interest Groups Attempt to Shape Public Opinion with Competing News
Frames, 77 JOURNALISM & MASS COMM. Q., 577 (2000) (examining the vocabulary used in news
releases and quotes to determine how the interest group framed the late-term abortion issue, how
those frames were transmitted into news coverage and demonstrating manipulation by the words and
terms that are used in interviews and news reports through the "neutral" news media).
92. Id. at 578.
93. Id. at 590.
94. See infra, notes 159-91, 216-21 and accompanying text.
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1. Forewarning
Warning people that someone is going to persuade them can make the
persuader's task more difficult. Researchers have shown that subjects who
were warned in advance that the next person they saw or heard would try
persuade them on an issue, were less likely to agree with the proposal than
those who were not so warned. 95 This phenomenon was attributed in part to
the forewarned subjects' production of counter-arguments as the message was
being received. More counter-arguments are generated by those who were
more highly involved with the issue, 96 which is measured by how much the
issue personally affects the subject. 97
These forewarning studies suggest that people more strongly resist
obvious attempts to persuade them, indicating that they are less resistant
when they are unaware that they are being persuaded. People generally are
more receptive to persuasive messages that are contained in the news media,
in part because it appears to be objective and does not announce a persuasive
intent. Under the guise of "fair and balanced news" 98 and with the parade of
"experts" espousing their interest group-drafted rhetoric, the persuasive intent
is masked, and voter-viewers are less resistant to the substance of the
messages conveyed. Even when a source is a paid commercial advertisement,
rather than the news media, that advertisement often begins with an expert
who may use the same words from the news media "interviews." If the
expert does not announce a persuasive intent, she may develop a common
interest with the viewer (such as "protecting our children from the horrors
of... ") and the public will consider the advertisement to be more like neutral
news, rather than media advertising. Thus, the expert in the advertisement
likely will be even more effective at persuading viewers.
2. Distraction
Refraining from announcing a persuasive intent is not the only way to
increase the effect of a persuasive message. Distractions during the message
have been shown to inhibit counter argument recall and formation and
thereby increase a person's acceptance of messages that normally would be
rejected or discounted. 99  Distractions that include vocal activity by the
95. Richard E. Petty & John T. Cacioppo, Effects of Forwarning [sic] of Persuasive Intent and
Involvement on Cognitive Responses and Persuasion, 5 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL. 173, 175
(1979) (finding that advance warning of persuasiveness makes it less effective).
96. Id.
97. See Jonathan L. Freedman & David 0. Sears, Warning Distraction, and Resistance to Influence, 1
J. OF PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 262, 264 (1965) (confirming earlier studies that forewarning
increases resistance to influence).
98. The new Fox News slogan.
99. Robert Osterhouse & Timothy C. Brock, Distraction Increases Yielding to Propaganda by
Inhibiting Counterarguing, 15 J. OF PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 344, 348 (1970) (finding that
subject are more effective than those using visual or manual activity.
Distractions must not be so severe as to interfere with the subject's ability to
read, hear or understand the message (such as when the subject cannot hear
each word due to loud noises). 00 Counter-arguing is more likely to occur
when the message has negative consequences for the subject or contradicts
the subject's strongly-held beliefs. 101
Multiple sensory systems must be employed by a subject when viewing a
commercial advertisement in order to sort through the audio and visual
sensory data, and the moving background pictures and statements that are
presented. These are perhaps low-level distractions in the increasingly
multitasking world of the twenty-first century, but likely have a greater
distracting effect on those of older generations and of less education and
lower socioeconomic status. Those who do not regularly use a computer with
multiple screens, an iPod, a BlackBerry, or a cell phone at the same time might
be more easily distracted by the moving pictures and words during a ballot
proposition commercial.
3. Apparent Experise and Credibility
Perception of expertise is another important factor in the persuasiveness
of political communications. One group of researchers studying the influence
of interest groups on voters tested the theory that the persuasiveness of
interest group endorsements increases with "a perception that the endorser is
knowledgeable and a perception that the endorser and the citizen share
common interests."' 1 2 To the extent the paid advertisements include persons
with apparent expertise on the subject matter, those ads will be more effective
in persuading voters of the merits of that position. If the spokesperson also
demonstrates an apparent common interest with the audience, the message
will be even more persuasive.
Researchers experimented on subjects who read persuasive essays and
information about the credibility of the source of the communication. The
different subjects were given sources of varying credibility levels and the
credibility information was disclosed to the subjects at different times.10 3
distraction increases acceptance by inhibiting counter argument formation, except in situations where
there are negative consequences for the subject or where the message contradicts the subject's
strongly held beliefs).
100. Id. at 355.
101. Id.
102. Elisabeth R. Gerber & Justin H. Phillips, Development Ballot Measures, Interest Group
Endorsements, and the Political Geography of Growth Preferences, 47 AM. J. OF POL. SCI. 625, 629 (2003)
(analyzing how credibility and shared common interests persuade voters to support pro-development
measures despite being generally opposed to development).
103. Charles D. Ward & Elliot McGinnies, Persuasive Effects of Early and Late Mention of Credible and
Noncredible Sources, 86 J. OF PSYCHOL. 17, 21 (1974) (concluding that it is preferable to deliver
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They found that, with non-credible sources, "early mention inhibited attitude
change," meaning that the communication was not persuasive to the reader. 04
Late mention of the lack of credibility did nothing to enhance the
persuasiveness of the communication.10 5  The authors were somewhat
surprised that the timing for credible sources did not have a significant impact
on persuasiveness and surmised that distraction may have played a role.' 0 6 In
another study, there were no significant findings about the timing of source
credibility information, but "subjects complied more with the moderately
credible source when the source induction preceded the message, whereas the
highly credible source induced greater compliance when the source induction
was deferred until after the message."' 10 7
4. Predisposilion
These findings on credibility timing gave rise to a more refined research
project, to test the impact of whether the subject was favorably or unfavorably
predisposed to the message being conveyed prior to the conveyance.108 The
research demonstrated that the subjects' initial predisposition to the message
as positive, neutral, or negative has a noticeable influence on cognitive
processes. When the subjects had a neutral opinion towards the issue,
opinionated messages from highly credible sources persuaded the subjects
more readily. 109
Research also found that moderately credible sources have a more
persuasive effect on subjects who are initially inclined towards receiving a
particular message than do highly credible sources. Conversely, highly
credible sources are more persuasive to subjects who are initially disinclined to
receive a message." 0 For those with a positive predisposition, hearing the
credibility information after a message for lower credibility sources, while such timing is immaterial
for highly credible sources).
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 22. For a discussion of how distraction enhances persuasiveness seegeneraly id. See also
Brian Stemthal et al., The Persuasive Effect of Source Credibility: Tests of Cognitive Rtiponse, 4 J. OF
CONSUMER RES. 252, 253 (1978) (discussing significance of timing of source credibility information).
107. Sternthal et al., supra note 106, at 257.
108. Id. at 253 (proposing what they deemed to be a "more compelling test of the cognitive
response explanation of the credibility-persuasion relationship," which requires: "1. the systematic
manipulation of source credibility, 2. a knowledge of the individual's initial opinion toward the
communication issue, and 3. the measurement of thoughts as well as attitudes in response to an
appeal.').
109. Brian Sternthal, Lynn W. Phillips & Ruby Dholakia, The Persuasive Effect of Source Credibiliy:
A SituationalAnaysis, 42 PUB. OPINION Q. 285, 292 (1978).
110. Sternthal et al., supra note 106, at 258 (finding "[e]xamination of the impact of source
credibility for subjects with a relatively positive initial opinion toward the communication issue
indicates that the moderately credible source induced a more positive attitude toward the issue than
the highly credible communicator . . . . [formulae omitted] Furthermore, those who received a
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message causes them to retrieve positive memories and supportive
arguments."' The authors explain that a moderately credible source actually
encourages the subject to generate her own additional arguments in support
of the position, thus increasing the perceived level of persuasiveness. A highly
credible source, on the other hand, does not trigger that additional positive
response.112
For those with a negative predisposition, the message triggers memories
of counter-arguments and negative connotations. A highly credible source
can inhibit this retrieval in a way that a low-credibility source cannot. Thus,
when a subject is negatively disposed towards an issue, studies have found
that a highly credible source will be more influential as long as it is not too
opinionated. 113
The research then explored the level of pre-existing disagreement
between the subject's views and the content of the message, and noted that
the greater the level of initial disagreement, the greater the persuasive
impact." 4 There were a number of findings significant for the purposes of
this article: (1) Where the subject's initial opinion and the content are highly
discordant, a highly credible source has the greatest impact on persuasiveness;
(2) in addition, when that highly credible source adds threats of physical
consequences to the subject, that produces an even greater attitude change
and/or persuasion; (3) highly opinionated messages increase persuasiveness,
unless the subject has a negative inclination initially, in which case a less
opinionated message will be more persuasive to the subject with the negative
initial opinion on the issue; (4) negative triggers produce counter-arguments,
and positive triggers produce supporting arguments; (5) if highly credible,
fewer support arguments are generated and, if moderately credible, more
supporting arguments are generated." 5
Notwithstanding the subtle shifts described above, "the greatest shift in
attitudes" occurs when the issue of threat is added to the communicator's
credibility. 116 The level of threat in a message was measured by the extent to
message attributed to the moderately credible source generated more support arguments than did
subjects for whom it was attributed to a highly credible source.").
111. Sternthal et al., supra note 109, at 301.
112. Id.at3O2.
113. Id. at 298 (noting that when the subject had a negative opinion on the issue, the more
opinionated the message the more persuasiveness dereased, with both high- and low-credibility
sources).
114. Id. at 291 (concluding "[tihese data suggest that credibility is likely to have a systematic
effect on persuasion only when an appeal is highly discrepant from the message recipients' initial
opinion. When the communication is less discrepant, high and low credibility sources are likely to
induce about the same amount of influence.").
115. Id.at291-92.
116. Sternthal et al., supra note 109, at 291(finding the shift "toward the position advocated
occurred when a high credibility source presented a strongly threatening message. Subjects exposed
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which it stresses the physical consequences of noncompliance with the
advocate's appeal. 117 Another aspect of persuasion has to do with how
opinionated the message appears to be. Highly credible sources "induced
greater attitude change when the message was opinionated rather then
nonopinionated [sic], whereas the opposite result emerged when the source
was of low credibility." 118  Thus, a threat by an apparent expert whose
message uses language common to "neutral" news media reports, as long as
there is no forewarning, will be the most persuasive.
B. Initiatives Concerning Minority Rights
As part of the Super Tuesday for Civil Rights, the American Civil Rights
Institute sought to place a version of the anti-affirmative action measure on
the ballot in five states. 119 That campaign failed at the signature-gathering
phase in Arizona, Missouri, and Oklahoma, which will be described briefly
below. The remainder of this part turns to analyze the successful campaign in
Nebraska, and then to the loss in Colorado. This part also examines many of
the media advertisements and how they illustrate the importance of the six
political persuasion factors previously discussed.
1. AriZona
Arizona began using the initiative process in 1912, the same year that it
acquired statehood, and passed an initiative granting women's suffrage. 120
From 1912 to 2000, the passage rate for Arizona initiatives was forty-two
percent. 121 In 1998, the voters passed an initiative that requires at least a
three-fourths vote of the legislature to subsequently amend voter initiatives
(but only in a way that furthers the purposes of that measure) and prevents
the Governor from vetoing those measures.122
When the American Civil Rights Institute began its campaign for the 2008
election, the opposition in Arizona mobilized early and the interest group
Protect Arizona Freedom distributed flyers to hinder the petition circulators'
signature-gathering efforts. The message conveyed fraud and misdirection on
the part of the petition circulators, as well as in the goal of the initiative
itself. 123
to a mildly threatening communication given by a highly credible source changed their attitude
significantly less than did subjects in the strong threat-high credibility condition, but significantly
more than did a control group that did not receive the appeal.").
117. Id.
118. Id. at 292.
119. Spillar, supra note 26.
120. WATERS, supra note 33, at 49.
121. Id. at 50.
122. Id. at 55, 71.
123. The text of one flyer reads:
Several news and internet articles describe stories of petition circulators
misleading voters in Arizona in order to obtain signatures. For instance, one
woman was approached by a man with a petition and reportedly asked her "if
she supported Barack Obama for president and said that if so the initiative
would be important to her."' 124 She did not read the proposed language and
signed her name to the petition. When she realized what the initiative actually
accomplished, she filed a request with the Secretary of State's office to have
her name removed from the petition. Another says she was asked: "are you
interested in ending discrimination [and] are you interested in civil rights?"
and then signed the petition because her answer was "yes."' 125
In August 2008, the Arizona Secretary of State determined that
Proposition 104 had failed to qualify for the November 2008 ballot. Despite
the proponents submitting about 90,000 more signatures than required, over
"DECLINE TO SIGN! THE CONNERLY INITIATIVE IS NOT WHAT IT
SEEMS."
The so-called "Arizona Civil Rights Initiative" is Ward Connerly's latest
attempt to eliminate equal opportunity programs in our state. He has launched a
ballot initiative that would change Arizona's constitution to prohibit the state (and
local governments, schools and universities) from offering any type of equal
opportunity programs to women and people of color in Arizona in the areas of
employment, education, and contracting.
Who is Ward Connerly and Who are His Supporters? Ward Connerly is a
former Board of Regent in California. He works to eliminate equal opportunity
programs in states around the country. While campaigning in Michigan, the KKK
voiced their support for his initiative, which is nearly identical to the Arizona
initiative. Ward has never lived in Arizona.
What Would Happen if the Initiative Became Law? If this initiative were law,
programs that help women and communities of color would be prohibited. Here
are several examples of programs that would be eliminated: Governor's
Commission to Prevent Violence Against Women. Arizona State University
Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) program. This program supports
university women as they pursue careers in science and engineering.
What is Ward Connerly Doing Here? Ward Connerly is known for going into
states and telling voters things that aren't true about this initiative, and then
gathering signatures from people who aren't even legally registered voters. In
Oklahoma, his initiative was kicked off the ballot because thousands of his
petition signatures were not valid. In Missouri, he failed to turn in signatures by
the deadline because he knew he didn't have enough valid signatures. In
Colorado, Connerly has been sued in court because his initiative didn't gather
enough signatures from valid voters.
Campaign Flyer for Protect Arizona's Freedom, available at www.protectarizonafreedom.org (last
visited June 16, 2009).
124. Carrie Watters, Woman Wants Name off Misleading' Ballot Petiion, THE ARIZ. REPUBLIC
(Phoenix), June 28, 2008, § 19, at 7.
125. Melissa Blasius, AZ Civil Rigbts Initiative Draws Anger, Confusion, (June 24, 2008), available at
http://www.azcentral.com/12news/news/articles/2008/06/24/20080624petitiontricksO6242008-
CR.html.
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140,000 signatures were invalidated, and the number remaining was
insufficient for the measure to qualify. 126
2. Missouri
The state of Missouri has permitted the initiative process since 1907,
allowing the state's legislature to amend or repeal voter initiatives. 127 Of the
sixty-eight initiatives on the ballot up through 2000, thirty-eight percent
passed. 28 One notable failure was a female suffrage initiative in 1914.129
When the anti-affirmative action measure campaign began in Missouri,
Missouri Secretary of State Robin Carnahan played a role in informing voters
about the true consequences of the initiative, focusing on the creation of a
summary of the measure, which is known as a "ballot title." In the draft
ballot title, Carnahan claimed that the measure would "ban affirmative action
programs designed to eliminate discrimination against, and improve
opportunities for, women and minorities in public contracting, employment
and educationo . . ." while continuing to "allow preferential treatment based
on race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin to meet federal program funds
eligibility standards as well as preferential treatment for bona fide
qualifications based on sex."' 130
The proponents brought a lawsuit to have the ballot title modified,
alleging that it was wrong and misleading.1'1 In January 2008, the judge ruled
that the ballot title was "insufficient and unfair" because of the language about
permitting preferences for federal funds. The Secretary of State appealed. In
the meantime, the proponents got a late start collecting signatures and were
unable to meet the signature requirement before the May filing deadline. 132
The Missouri Court struck down the measure in June 2009. The measure was
re-submitted and the ballot title was certified on August 6, 2009. The ACLU
then filed another lawsuit, alleging that the measure is unconstitutional for
126. Jake Liscow, Conner# Anti-Equal Opportunity Initiative Fails to Make Ballot in Arizona; Initiatives
in Remaining States Face Strong Opposition (Aug. 25, 2008), http://www.civilrights.org/equal-
opportunity/connerly/019-equal-opportunity-update3.html.
127. WATERS, supra note 33, at 266.
128. Id. at 250.
129. Id. at 251.
130. David A. Lieb, Judge Rewrites Missouri Ballot Language on Affirmative Action, THE STAR, Jan. 7,
2008, available at http://primebuzz.kcstar.com/?q=node/9274.
131. Id.
132. See Press Release, Missouri Civil Rights Initiative, Missouri Civil Rights Initiative Suspends
2008 Ballot Effort: "Statewide support for initiative prompts return in 2010," May 4, 2008, http://
www.missouricri.org/pr_05_04_08.html.
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violating the single subject rule, and contains unfair and misleading
language. 133
3. Oklahoma
Oklahoma has had the initiative process since 1907, with a pass rate of
forty-seven percent, which includes the approval of one notable initiative
instituting a literacy test for voting, with a grandfather clause that made it
apply solely to blacks, allowing illiterate Anglos to vote. 34 That literacy
initiative later was struck down by the United States Supreme Court. 135
Women's suffrage failed in 1910.136 The governor did not have veto power
over voter initiatives. However, the legislature did. A rejected initiative
cannot be proposed again within three years unless the proponents gather
petition signatures from twenty-five percent of the legal voting population.137
In December 2007, Oklahoma campaign leaders felt confident that they
had obtained enough signatures to meet the ballot initiative deadline. 138
However, the proponents filed a petition to withdraw the measure after the
Secretary of State began checking the validity of the signatures. They only had
about two thousand more signatures than what would be needed to qualify
and with historical invalidity rates and the number of duplicate signatures,
they did not want "to waste this Court's efforts nor taxpayer money on
pursuing State Question 737 when (the backers) are reasonably certain that it
will fail to garner the requisite number of signatures."' 139
4. Nebraska
The State of Nebraska authorized the initiative process in 1912 and used
it relatively infrequently. 140 Two notable failures in the area of minority rights
133. Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, ACLU Files Lawsuit Challenging Latest
Effort To Eradicate Equal Opportunity, Dec. 19, 2008, http://www.aclu.org/racial-justice/aclu-files-
lawsuit-challengng-ashers-effort-eradicate-equal-opportunity. The ACLU further argues that "the
summary is unfair because it refers generally to minorities while racial minorities would be affected
by that measure, not those in the minority because of religion, disability, or other factors." See Kelly
Wiese, First Legal Challenge to Missouri's 2010 Ballot Filed, DAILY REC. (Kan. City, Mo.) Dec. 23, 2008,
available at http://www.accessmylibrary.com/coms2/summary_0286-36176966_ITM.
134. WATERS, supra note 33, at 342-44.
135. Guinn & Beal v. United States, 238 U.S. 347 (1915).
136. WATERS, supra note 33, at 344.
137. Id. at 350, 357.
138. Peter Schmidt, Oklahoma Measure Limiting Affirmative Action Appears to Be Headed to the Ballot,
CHRON. OF HIGHER EDUC., Dec. 12, 2007, http://chronicle.com/news/article/3593/odahoma-
measure-limiting-affirmative-action-appears-to-be-headed-to-the-ballot.
139. Barbara Hoberock, Affirmative Action Ban Scuttled, TULSA WORLD, Apr. 5, 2008,
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?articlelD=20080405-1 A13-hBack65184.
140. See WATERS, supra note 33, at 282-83 (noting that forty initiatives were placed on the ballot
between 1914 and 2000, and only fifteen of those initiatives passed).
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include a women's suffrage proposition in 1914 and making "quality
education" a fundamental right in 1996.141 In 2000, the voters passed a ban
on same-gender marriage. 142 Then, in 2004, Nebraska voters approved an
initiative that requires a two-thirds legislative majority to amend, repeal,
modify, or impair a law enacted by the people by initiative. 143 Prior to that
time, the legislature could repeal or amend an initiative statute by a simple
majority.144
In 2006, the Nebraska legislature voted in favor of dividing the Omaha
City school system into three districts along the existing lines of racial
composition of the schools. This vote was an effort to improve the quality of
education by having a separate school board and superintendent for each
district. 45 One school district would be largely Anglo, a second largely
African American, and a third mostly Latino. 146 Ernie Chambers, the state's
one African-American senator at the time, was "the driving force" behind the
legislation, which he defended as a way of giving the minority communities
more control over the schools in which their children are a majority. 147 The
legislation was criticized as violating equal protection and the NAACP filed a
legal challenge in federal court the following month. 148 The legislature later
voted to reverse that re-segregation decision before it took effect.149
In 2008, the Nebraska electorate voted on Initiative 424, which abolished
state affirmative action programs in education, employment, and public
contracting. The measure prevailed with approximately fifty-eight percent
(404,766 voters) voting in favor and forty-two percent (298,401 voters) voting
against.'50 Some found the victory to be ironic, given the election of an
African-American president, while others found the two votes perfectly
141. ld. at 283-84.
142. Id. at 284 (noting that initiative 416 passed in 2000).
143. JOHN A. GALE, NEBRASKA SECRETARY OF STATE, INFORMATIONAL PAMPHLET ON
INITIATIVE MEASURES APPEARING ON THE 2004 GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT, available at
http://www.sos.ne.gov/elec/prev_elec/2004/pdf/2004_gen-ca-init.pdf (last visited Jan. 22, 2010).
144. See WATERS, supra note 33, at 293.
145. 2006 Neb. Laws 1024 § 28-41.
146. See, e.g., Sam Dillon, Schools Plan in Nebraska is Challenged, N.Y. TIMES, May 17, 2006, at Al 7.
See also Kathleen A. Bergin, Mixed Motives: Regarding Race and Racial Fortuity, 23 CONST. COMMENTARY
271, 272 (2006) (using the recent segregative legislation in the state of Nebraska as a starting point for
her analysis of Derrick Bell's book, SILENT COVENANTS).
147. Sam Dillon, Lai to Segregate Omaha Schools Divides Nebraska, N.Y. TIMES, June 15, 2008, at
A9.
148. Dillon, supra note 147, at A17.
149. See National School Board Association, Council of Urban Schools 2008 Awards edition of
the Urban advocate, Omaha Schools at 6-7, http://www.nsba.org/SecondaryMenu/
CUBE/CUBEAnnualAward/TheWinners/2008Award.aspx.
150. JOHN A. GALE, NEBRASKA SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICIAL RESULTS FOR NEBRASKA
GENERAL ELECTION - NOVEMBER. 4, 2008 (2008), at 66, available at http://www.sos.ne.gov/
elec/pdf/2008 /2OGeneral/ 20Canvass/o20Book.pdf.
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consistent.' However, the majority of Nebraska voters chose the losing
presidential candidate, Republican Senator McCain. There were over 393,000
registered Democrats and 598,000 registered Republicans in Nebraska in
2008.152
During the signature gathering phase, passersby were told that the
Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative "will help ensure gender and racial
equality."' 15 3 Both the title of the ballot measure and the message conveyed by
the signature-gatherers are misleading.1S4 Some claimed that the signature-
gatherers message was not misleading because the text of the initiative
prohibits both preferences and discrimination, and therefore could be
interpreted to help ensure equality. Others note that the language is confusing
and suggest that voters should not even read the text of the initiative.
155
Some petition signature-gatherers were accused of misrepresenting the
consequences of the ballot measure by telling potential signers that the
measure would protect, not abolish, affirmative action. Still, others said that
those who supported Obama for President should have also voted "yes" on
this measure.' 5 6  At the far end of the honesty spectrum, at least one
151. Melissa Lee, Affirmative Action Ban Passes; Opponents Sue to Challenge Petition Signatures,
LINCOLN J. STAR, Nov. 5, 2008, available at 2008 WLNR 21224897 (reporting Connerly, who is
African American, as saying that Obama's election was a 'fitting tribute' to the fact the nation is
moving towards colorblindness"). In response to the question of whether there was "anything
unique going on in Nebraska that eased passage of Initiative 424," Connerly stated "I think it was just
the message. Our message that this was just about fairness, that we have reached the point in
Nebraska where we don't have to worry about treating people differently, and the state motto is
equality under the law. Therefore we should live up to our creed and put it in the constitution."
Kevin Vance, Fighting for a Colorblind Count ?, THE WEEKLY STANDARD, Nov 14. 2008,
http:/weeklystandard.com/weblogs/TWSFP/2008/1 1/ward-connerly...on the_successa.asp. But see
Equal Justice Society, Colorado Voters Reject Ward Connery's Attack on Opportunity, Nov. 7, 2008,
http://www.equaljusticesociety.org/2008/1 1/colorado-voters-reject-ward-connerlys-attack-on-
opportunity/ ("The election of Sen. Barack Obama as our nation's first black president shows that
we've made tremendous progress as a country. But to have that type of gain at the national level only
to suffer setbacks to equal opportunity at the state level (as we've seen in Nebraska) shows that we've
still got a long way to go.").
152. See GALE, supra note 150, at 8 (reporting that of those registered voters, over 452,000 voted
for John McCain, and over 333,000 voted for Barack Obama in the presidential race).
153. Melissa Lee, Balancing Act, LINCOLNJ. STAR, June 20, 2008, at Al.
154. Id. ("Critics say the process is misleading to voters who may actually think they're signing in
support of affirmative action. Voters are further led astray, critics say, by the initiative's name, which
seems to align itself with the civil rights movement, and by the fact the initiative's ballot language
asks voters to end racial and gender preferences without explicitly mentioning affirmative action.").
155. See, e.g., Erin Grace, Get-out-the-vote Group Fights Connery Measure, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD,
Sept. 26, 2008, at 2B ("The North Omaha Voter Participation Project is an ad hoc group of
individuals and organizations seeking to boost voter turnout. Preston Love Jr., who coordinates
many of the group's efforts, complained that the ballot language of the initiative is tricky. He said
voters shouldn't even read what's on the ballot regarding the initiative-just vote against it.").
156. In addition, the opposition charged that other signature-gatherers did not read the entire
objective statement of the petition to potential signers, which was required under the law as it had
been interpreted in the past. In the briefs and arguments submitted for the trial, the opponents of
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signature-gatherer was arrested in the weeks before the election and charged
with forging signatures on ballot petitions that already had been accepted and
had helped ensure the proposition's inclusion on the November ballot. 57
While some voters may not have read the print and internet arguments
for and against an initiative, all received the voter information guide/ballot
pamphlet. The "Objective Summary" did not clarify the ambiguity, stating:
A vote "FOR" will amend the Nebraska Constitution to prohibit
the State, any public institution of higher education, political
subdivision or government institution from discriminating against, or
granting preferential treatment to, individuals or groups based upon
race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in operating public
employment, education, or contracting. Existing court orders would
not be invalidated under the amendment. Bona fide qualifications
based on sex reasonably necessary to normal operation of public
employment, education or contracting, and actions necessary to
obtain federal funds through federal programs would be permitted.
A cause of action for violation would be created. The amendment
would apply to actions after its adoption.
A vote "AGAINST" will not cause the Nebraska Constitution to
be amended in such a manner. 158
This summary does not explain what it means to grant preferential
treatment (affirmative action), nor what it means to discriminate. These terms
should be defined with specific examples, or perhaps include the
interpretations from the California Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit and
any others that have addressed this language in past initiatives. The
arguments for and against the measure do little to clarify the potential
consequences of the initiative. 159
the NCRI claimed that the "paid petition circulators committed illegal acts, such as allowing people
to sign their spouses' names, improperly notarizing signatures, and failing to comply with a state law
requiring circulators to read a statement describing the proposal to prospective petition signers."
Martha Stoddard, Dispute Over Affirmative Action Ban Comes To Trial, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, Oct.
7, 2008, at 4B. The proponents claim that "Nebraska law requires the court to facilitate the petition
rights of citizens, including not throwing out all signatures on a petition even if some were obtained
fraudulently." Id.
157. Matthew Hansen, Cases Cited In Bid To Nuiofy Ballot Item, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, Oct.
31, 2008, at 3B ("Lincoln Police Department issued a warrant for the arrest of Mark Brown of Tulsa,
alleging that he forged several dozen signatures during a petition drive to help push the Initiative
424-a ban on race- and gender-based affirmative action-onto the Nov. 4 ballot . . . Brown is
wanted on three felony counts of false swearing to a circulator's affidavit.").
158. JOHN A. GALE, NEBRASKA SECRETARY OF STATE, INFORMATIONAL PAMPHLET,
INITIATIVE MEASURE #424 APPEARING ON THE 2008 GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT (2008),
available at http://www.sos.ne.gov/elec/2008/pdf/pamphlet/ 20424.pdf (last visited Jan. 22, 2010).
159. See id.
a. Radio Ads
This section will describe several radio advertisements and then
demonstrate how the campaigns used the persuasion factors to convince
voters. One radio ad, launched in June 2008, by Nebraskans United, an anti-
Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative ("NECRI") group, suggested that voters
could fall victim to identity theft if they provided their personal information
to petition signature gatherers. The ad opened by asking listeners if they
would give their name, home address, and signature to a stranger. It
continues: "that's exactly what you're doing if you sign the misleading
Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative petition." The ad states that paid petition
circulation firms in the past have hired convicted felons, "including a second-
degree murderer right here in Nebraska." 160
On the opposing side, the American Civil Rights Institute ran radio ads
juxtaposing prominent African-American men. The first involved Ernie
Chambers, the former Nebraska state senator who endorsed the plan to divide
the Omaha school district along race lines, and Barack Obama's former
pastor, Reverend Jeremiah Wright. The ad linked their racially divisive
comments to being a believer in race preferences. 161
Another radio ad by the proponents of Initiative 424 invoked sports
teams and also was criticized as misleading. It stated:
On football Saturdays in Nebraska, everyone expects the best
players on the field, regardless of race or skin color. Unfortunately,
some people don't believe those same values of hard work and
determination should apply in public education, public contracting
and public employment. Government bureaucrats believe that
Nebraska should maintain a system of quotas and race and gender
preferences, thinking buzz words like diversity should take priority
over skill and ability. Ouch (sound of a football tackle in
background). Today we can end these unfair policies, and give all
Nebraskans, regardless of skin color or gender, an equal chance to
compete for good paying jobs and college scholarships. Vote yes on
Initiative 424 to reflect the true colorblind language of the Civil
Rights Act. Vote yes on Initiative 424 and bring fairness and true
equality back to our state. Vote yes on Initiative 424 and give all
160. Martha Stoddard, Radio Ad Angers Petiion Groups, OMiAHA WORLD-HERALD, June 17, 2008
(Iowa edition), at 3B.
161. Martha Stoddard, Anti-petilion Ads called Frightening-The Spots Urge Nebraskans to Think Twice
Before Giving Infomnation to Circulators, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, June 17, 2008 (Metro edition), at 8B.
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hard-working Nebraskans the chance to win. Paid for by the
Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative. 162
Analyzing the persuasion factors used in these advertisements shows how
the media campaign strengthened the proponents' arguments.
i. Fairness and Balance
In the trial over the allegations of petition circulator fraud, which took
place after the election, the trial court did not find a pervasive pattern of fraud
or misrepresentation that would necessitate repudiating the initiative.1 63 It is
likely that voters at the general election were unclear on whether the measure
banned affirmative action based on race, ethnicity, gender, or national origin,
or whether it simply banned discrimination on these categories. Therefore,
confusion about this issue during the petition stage was not found unduly
harmful.
In the early stages of the campaign, proponents of Initiative 424 had
raised almost twice as much money as the opponents of the initiative.1 64
Being outspent two-to-one can have a substantial impact. Three weeks before
the election, the outspending ratio was reduced to three-to-two. 165
To the extent that the proponents had more to spend on their campaign,
they likely had more radio and television spots, because Internet and print
advertising cost less. From this author's review of the news stories, most
articles address the arguments on both sides. The Nebraska situation did not
support the point that the money spent in opposition to a ballot measure is
often more effective than money spent in support of one. 166 However, the
opposition forces were outspent by roughly fifty percent, which made a
difference in commercial access and likely in the outcome of the vote. 167
162. Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative, http://www.nebraskacri.org/ Oast visited June 17, 2009).
163. Anna Jo Bratton, Judge Rejects Affirmative Action Ban Lawsuit, LINCOLN J. STAR, Jan. 22, 2009,
http://www.journalstar.com/news/local/article-bOed3lcl-ca40 5631-8bbb-2b84eafleea7.html
(noting the court stated that the right to the initiative process "should not be circumscribed by a
narrow and strict interpretation of the statutes pertaining to its exercise").
164. Melissa Lee, Money Flowing toAffirmativeAction Battle; Group Sponsoring the Ban Raised More than
$142,000 in July, a Report Shows, LINCOLN J. STAR, Aug. 7, 2008, at Al (stating "[t]hat brings the
initiative's total haul to more than $609,000 . . . . [M]eanwhile, Nebraskans United, the group
opposing an affirmative-action ban, raised more than $42,000 from the end of June to the end of
July. The group has raised more than $350,000 in total.").
165. Melissa Lee, Affirmative Action Clash Costs More than $1M, LINCOLN J. STAR, Oct. 15, 2008,
at B1 ("T]he latest campaign finance reports from the Nebraska Accountability and Disclosure
Commission show the Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative, which is sponsoring the proposed ban on
race- and gender-based affirmative action, has raised $644,000 and spent $634,000. Meanwhile,
Nebraskans United, the group opposing the ban, has raised $392,000...
166. ZISK, supra note 43, and sources quoted therein.
167. Lee, supra note 165.
ii. Interest Groups
The proponents represent a branch of Ward Connerly's American Civil
Rights Institute. This group has orchestrated this ballot initiative campaign in
other states over the past twelve years. The name of the organization includes
the term "civil rights" and thus suggests an interest group that is aligned with
expanding, not contracting, civil rights in society. On the other side,
Nebraskans United appears to be affiliated with the Democratic Party of
Nebraska. 168
iii. Forewarning
Neither side's radio ad begins with an explicit reference to persuasion.
The negative ads begin with fear and a warning of bad things to come. The
proponent ad begins with a reference to football and finding the best players
on the team. If Nebraska's football teams are like the majority of football
teams nationwide, there are a large number of African Americans on the
roster. Thus, the reference to football forewarns only about fairness and
winning, not about persuasion, and thus can be more effective.
iv. Distraction
Distraction is not highly used in radio, but the proponent's ad with its
quotations of racially divisive comments could create some "noise" that
distracts listeners in a way that makes them more receptive to the message.
The opponent's ad about the potential for identity theft also raises some
distractions to the extent the listener is concerned about or has been a victim
of identity theft, and therefore could lead to increased persuasion as well. The
football ad distraction goes back to what it takes to win. Just as the coach
wants to select the most talented football player for each position, so the
government should select the most talented student, employee, or contractor
for each position. The implicit message is that it is all about winning.
v. Apparent Experise and Credibility
None of the radio ads takes advantage of this factor because the person
delivering the message is not identified.
i. Predisposition
For the negative ad, the most apparent predisposition would be a
Republican political affiliation, given the greater number of registered
Republicans in the state. Thus, invoking bumps in the road for the
168. See, e.g., Eric Van Horn, Blog for Nebraska: Nebraskans United (2008), http://www.
nebraskademocrats.org/blog/1528/nebraska-united (displaying the Nebraska Democratic Party logo
above an article tided "Nebraskans United").
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Democratic presidential candidate through his disassociation from the
Reverend Wright helps get the attention of those voters who are already
predisposed to the Republican party, and shows them how their interests are
similar in preventing the racialization of politics. Moreover, to the extent that
most Nebraskans were not favorably inclined to elect black politicians (as
evidenced by Ernie Chambers being the one black state senator) the
association of Chambers with Obama will lead those people to an
understanding that those who do not support Obama do support Initiative
424.
The football ad is aimed not only at the sports crowd, but at anyone who
is predisposed to a desire to win. Perhaps an implicit message is that one
would not want one's favorite team's football coach to try to get more Anglos
and Asian Americans on the team, so why should a college or government
office try to get more people of any particular color? The ad does not
mention the fact that the pool of college football players contains a larger
percentage of African Americans and such an adjustment might lessen the
quality of the football teams. The news reports about the football and
basketball coaches coming out against the Initiative 424 likely were a reaction
to this particular radio advertisement. The proponents of Initiative 424 were
able to successfully employ the persuasion factors to convince the majority of
Nebraskan voters to support the abolition of affirmative action.
b. Supporting Print Media
The umbrella organization through which Ward Connerly promoted these
anti-affirmative action ballot propositions prepared a print advertisement
entitled "Reforming Affirmative Action . . . from Preferences to
Preparation."'' 69 The ad quotes retired Justice O'Connor's Grutter opinion
language about the endpoint for affirmative action. 170 The article then boldly
highlights the following terms: "race preferences," "inadequate preparation,"
"marginally qualified," "racial hostility," "preferred racial groups," Equal
Protection of the Laws, and American Civil Rights Institute. 171
This print ad also uses persuasive tools by linking the terms "race
preferences" with the terms "inadequate preparation," "marginal
qualifications," and the threat of "racial hostility," while associating the "Civil
Rights Institute" with the phrase "Equal Protection of the Laws." The text
suggests that fairness is the real goal and does not forewarn of its persuasive
message. The interest group is prominendy mentioned with the term "civil
rights" in its name. The words in bold leap off of the page and are a form of
169. ACRI.org, Reforming Affirmative Action . . . From Preferences to Preparation,
http://www.acri.org/media/ACRI low-res.pdf (last visited Jan. 5, 2010).
170. Id.
171. Id.
distraction. The predisposition may be aimed at the majority Nebraska voter:
a Republican. The apparent expertise and credibility is high because of the
name of the organization, as well as the invocation of retired Supreme Court
Justice O'Connor, and the Civil Rights Act.17 2
The Nebraska Civil Rights Institute ("NCRI") website provided an online
question and answer webpage in support of Proposition 424.173 In answering
the question of whether the passage of the proposal would be the end of
affirmative action, it states that the answer is "no."' 174 "Affirmative action
(relating to socioeconomic and geographic groups) would be permitted for
classified entities such as inner-city or rural schools. What would not be
allowed under the NCRI proposal is applying different standards to
individuals or groups based on race, sex, color, ethnicity or national origin."'
7 5
In response to a question about unintended consequences, the answer is:
This is a favorite scare tactic used by special interest groups
opposed of [sic] any popular reform-because it is inherently
vague .... The doomsday scenarios purported by opponents before
these states took action to eliminate discrimination in racial
preferences never materialized. The public colleges and universities
in all three states report no significant drop in attendance numbers
for "underrepresented minorities." California has enjoyed over 10
years of freedom from the burden of these dehumanizing policies.
17 6
The sentence addressing attendance numbers for underrepresented
minorities is misleading. According to some scholars, California saw a
significant decrease in minority enrollment at public four-year colleges within
the first few years of the enactment. 177 The drop was not immediate because
students already had been admitted for the following year before the policies
took effect, and in California, the measure did not take effect until after more
than a year of court challenges.' 7 8 In addition, the term "underrepresented
minorities" likely includes Asian Americans, who may not be technically
172. Id.
173. Nebraska Civil Rights Institute Home Page, http://www.nebraskacri.org (last visited Jan. 5,
2010).
174. Id.
175. Nebraska Civil Rights Institute, Yes on 424!, http://www.nebraskacri.org/about.htm (last
visited Jan. 5, 2010).
176. Id. (emphasis added).
177. See, e.g., Eric Grodsky & Michal Kurlaender, University of California, Davis, The Demograpby
of Higher Education in the Wake of Aflirmative Action (2006), http://www.law.berkeley.edu/
files/Grodsky Kurlaender 209PaperDraft.pd f.
178. See, e.g., Coal. For Econ. Equity v. Wilson, 122 F.3d 692 (9th Cir. 1997).
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underrepresented in many of the flagship universities, but may be
underrepresented in other schools.
Ballotpedia, a popular online encyclopedia of election information, posted
the following arguments in favor of the NECRI:
The racial preferences that would be ended by the NCRI have
committed the same kinds of discrimination they were designed to
prevent. "Equality before the law" is Nebraska's state motto. But
Nebraska has ignored this ideal and developed a system of quasi-
quotas, set-asides and specialty scholarships that pick winners and
losers based on skin color and gender. "Voting yes on Initiative 424
will restore fairness in how people are treated in public contracting,
public employment and public education."' 179
The Secretary of State's Voter Informational Pamphlet provided the
following arguments in favor of the initiative, which are "derived from
information received from supporters":
"Equality before the law" is Nebraska's state motto.
Unfortunately, Nebraska has ignored the state motto's ideals and
developed a system of quasi-quotas, set-asides, and specialty
scholarships that pick winners and losers based on skin color and
gender.
Voting yes on Initiative 424 will restore fairness in how people
are treated in three specific areas: public contracting, public
employment and public education. This constitutional amendment
mirrors the landmark 1964 Civil Rights Act and advances true
equality and fairness by prohibiting discrimination and preferential
treatment based on race, gender, and color.
Equal treatment for all people is the essence of "equality before
the law." Voting yes on Initiative Measure 424 will end race and
gender preferences and restore fairness in public employment, public
education and public contracting. 8 0
All of these arguments in favor of Initiative 424 reiterate the points that
have echoed for over a decade, denying the differences between benign and
invidious discrimination, refusing to recognize the transparent privilege of
whiteness, and suggesting that all will be fair if only we can get rid of these
179. Ballotopedia.org, Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative 2008 Arguments in Favor,
http://www.ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Nebraska-CivilRights-Initiative_(2008) (last visited
Jan. 20, 2010).
180. GALE, supra note 158.
racial privileges. The term "restore fairness" implies that, at one point, things
were fair, but that point is not to be found in the history of this nation.
Perhaps it was meant to reference the original "equal protection" language of
the Fourteenth Amendment,1 81 which later became the "equal opportunity"
language of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 182 which later became "Equal
Employment Opportunity" in the subsequent executive order. 183 Equal
protection did not work because it allowed for separate but equal, and then
was modified to provide an integration mandate. That integration ideal has
now been modified again to simply provide an opportunity for integration
rather than actual and meaningful integration for large segments of our
society.
c. Opposing Print Media
Arguments against the initiative were provided by several organizations.184
The non-partisan organization Omaha Together One Community ("OTOC")
published a responsive pamphlet, with key language including: "Vote NO on
Initiative 424," "No to undercutting Nebraska's ability to be competitive in
the 21st-century economy," "No to future nurse, doctor, and other health-
care personnel shortage," "No to endangering the health of Nebraska's
women and girls," "No to losing out on grants for Nebraska colleges and
universities," "No to out-of-state interests of dollars shaping our
Constitution," and "No to changing our Constitution!"' 185
The only persuasive force of this message is the "Just say no!" language
itself. There is no balance to the argument, and counter-arguments are not
explicitly stated. 186 The interest group OTOC was a pre-existing organization
and therefore may have some additional credibility, legitimacy, and
expertise.' 8 7 Distraction did not play a significant role in this communication
because it was in writing, for people to read at their leisure, but the statements
about out of state interests and hurting the economy seem designed to distract
from the main issue of the initiative, that of affirmative action. The
predisposition suggests those interested in the economy, health, and
education, and omits any mention of the employment issue.
Another organization, Nebraskans United, disseminated a flyer that read:
181. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
182. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d-2000e (2006).
183. Exec. Order No. 11,246, 3 C.F.R. 567 (1966).
184. See infra notes 185, 187.
185. Omaha Together One Community, VOTE NO on Initiative 424, available at
http://www.otoc.org/Why- Vote-NO 1424_2008-09-21.PDF (last visited Jan. 21, 2009).
186. See id. and accompanying text.
187. OTOC was formed in 1995 as a "broad-based, multiethnic and interfaith" organization
whose members are mosdy congregations. Omaha Together One Community, http://
www.otoc.org/otocagenda.html (last visited Jan. 20, 2010).
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Amendment 424 will deny qualified individuals opportunities and
equal access to higher educationn . . . [t]hreatens academic and
countless college scholarships, jeopardizes funding for women's
health initiatives, hinders college recruitment efforts, undercuts K-12
and college mentoring, and sets back gains in student and faculty
diversity.
Vote NO on Amendment 424 to: Support opportunities for
hard-working individuals. Promote "The Good Life"-fairness,
opportunity and inclusion for all citizens. 188
Fairness and inclusion are terms both sides of the campaign employ. 89
However, this flyer does not explain why and how the initiative would realize
these threats of denying access to qualified people.' 90 As noted in the social
science literature above, the threat is more effective with a high credibility or
expert source. 191 Here, the source is an interest group, apparently created for
the purpose of opposing this initiative. However, the group appears to be a
subset of the Nebraskan Democratic Party because the websites now are
linked. 192 This link may augment the persuasive impact of the message.
The ad also fails to use the term "affirmative action," which may be
justified if many of the voters were anti-affirmative action and the campaign's
strategists reasoned that using the term would not help to encourage more
"no" voting. The use of the word "diversity" runs counter to that rationale
because affirmative action is a way to promote diversity. The mention of
women may have been a compromise that did not explicitly indicate
affirmative action.
Other arguments against the ballot measure were posted on other
websites, such as this entry from Ballotpedia:
This measure will undercut Nebraska's ability to develop a diverse
workforce. Eliminates scholarships to Nebraska's community and
state colleges, as well as the university. Diminishes the ability of state
and community colleges to attract a diverse student body and faculty.
188. Nebraskans United flyer, available at http://www.nebraskansunited.org (last visited March
15, 2009).
189. Supra notes 185, 188, and accompanying text.
190. Spra note 188 and accompanying text.
191. See Gerber & Phillips, supra note 102.
192. See Nebraska Democratic Party Home Page, http://www.nebraskademocrats.org (last
visited Jan. 20, 2010).
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Threatens women owned businesses, funding for domestic violence
programs, and women's health initiatives. 193
This argument addresses the major points of the initiative, again without
mentioning the phrase "affirmative action." It focuses on "diversity" instead,
and provides some emphasis on women's businesses, health, and violence
protection. The predisposition factor suggests that the focus is two-fold-
covering diversity and economics, including scholarships and funding for
public programs. The apparent expertise and credibility of a wild entry vary
with the reader, so that factor likely does not have a large impact here. There
is no real distraction because the parade of horribles couched in terms of a
"threat" are not an actual likely outcome. The forewarning is evident in the
placement of the entry as the opposition's argument, so this factor is not
significant.
The opposition argument contained in the Secretary of State's Voter
Informational Pamphlet provided more detail and may have made a more
compelling case. The language was taken from information opponents
provided to the Secretary of State:
This amendment hurts the University's ability to recruit talented
students and athletes. Nebraska business and education leaders
oppose this because they want our University to continue its tradition
of excellence in the classroom and on the playing field. It also hurts
business programs needed to improve Nebraska's economy.
It is already illegal to have preferences or quotas based on race or
gender in contracting and employment.
In states that have passed similar measures programs like this
were put at risk: domestic violence shelters, breast cancer research
and screening programs, educational programs targeted to
disadvantaged youth, and countless college scholarships.
This amendment is vague, confusing, and full of unintended
consequences. It opens the floodgates for frivolous civil rights
lawsuits and leaves taxpayers with the bill.194
This argument provides more fairness on the issue by providing more
detail about the various ways in which the initiative can hurt Nebraska. The
interest groups and predisposition focus is on sports teams, colleges, poverty,
and women's issues. The forewarning factor is obvious because of the
193. Ballotopedia.org, Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative 2008 Opposing Arguments,
http://www.balUotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Nebraska Civil_Rights-Initiative_(2008) (last visited
Jan. 21, 2010).
194. GALE, supra note 158.
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placement in the opposition side of the ballot pamphlet. The language about
"frivolous lawsuits" and "taxpayer with the bill" provides a distraction from
the real issue of affirmative action, which is, again, notably absent from the
opposition argument. The apparent expertise and credibility factor is
significant here because the argument cites to business leaders, university
administrators, and team coaches, who are all in a position to know what will
hurt their businesses, universities, and sports teams.
5. Colorado
Colorado had a thirty-five-percent pass rate on the 178 initiatives that
were placed on the ballot during the period from 1912-2000.195 The Colorado
State Legislature is permitted to amend or repeal a voter initiative 196 and the
Governor's veto power does not extend to voter initiatives. 97 One notable
passage in the minority rights arena was Amendment 2 in 1992, which
repealed local laws and prevented the enactment of any new laws that banned
sexual-orientation discrimination. 198 Amendment 2 was litigated all the way to
the United States Supreme Court, which upheld the trial court's decision to
strike the amendment as unconstitutional. 199 Colorado passed a gay marriage
ban (Amendment 43) in the 2006 election, which was upheld. 200
Many pre-existing groups were vocal in expressing their opposition to the
amendment in the early stages of the initiative campaign. 201 In addition,
another ballot measure 20 2 was brought forth in an effort to "kill," or render
ineffective, a potential majority vote for the amendment. 20 3 After a dispute
over whether that counter-initiative violated the single-subject rule, the
Secretary of State determined that there were insufficient valid signatures to
place the measure on the November ballot. 20 4
In early February, the ColoradoConfidential.com website began a four-
part series on the amendment (then known as Amendment 31), civil rights,
195. WATERS, supra note 33, at 144.
196. Id. at 170.
197. COLO. CONST. art. V, § 1(4). See also WATERS, supra note 33, at 154.
198. WATERS, supra note 33, at 152.
199. Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996).
200. See Colorado Cumulative Report 2006, http://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/
electionresults2006G/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2010).
201. See infra notes 206-15.
202. It was called Amendment 61 initially during the petition phase, and later entitled
Amendment 82 for the election.
203. It was initially labeled as Amendment 31 during the petition phase, and later approved for
the ballot as Amendment 46.
204. See, e.g., Press Release, State of Colorado Department of State (Sept. 3, 2008)
(http://coloradocri.org/media/Ini/2082/ 20NR%209-3-08/ 20FINAL.pdf) (stating that a line by
line check of signatures found more than 49,000 invalid, causing effort to fall 6,000 signatures short
of the requirement).
and affirmative action, including information about the finances of Ward
Connerly and his institute.205  The article series also presents a state
representative's "decline to sign warning," which was provided to voters in
the early stages of the petition process. 206
The Colorado Council of Churches announced its opposition in June.20 7
This declaration of opposition by a variety of churches may have been an
important influence on the vote early on. Still, it would not explain why the
measure was winning in the polls just three weeks before the election.
The University Trustees for some of the public colleges and universities
in Colorado also announced early opposition to Amendment 46.208 The
Board of Trustees of the Metropolitan State College of Denver also voted to
oppose the amendment.209
Three Division I basketball coaches in the state also expressed their
opposition to Amendment 46.210 One coach stated, "rather than eliminate
opportunities for certain students attacked by the initiative, we should figure
out strategies to improve college opportunities for all low-income kids." 211
He added, "we don't want to see our university weakened by Amendment 46.
Diversity makes CU strong-we need more of it, not less. ' 212 Another article
also stated that the National Association of Basketball Coaches, the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association, and the Black Coaches and Administrators
also have passed resolutions opposing Amendment 46.213 These public
statements may have been in response to radio ads similar to those in
205. See, e.g., Cara Degette, Ward Connery's Anti-Affirmative Action Machine, THE COLORADO
INDEPENDENT, Mar 3, 2008, http://coloradoindependent.com/3425/ward-connerlys-anti-
affirmative-action-machine.
206. Cara Degette, 'Basicaly, They Lied To Me,' THE COLORADO INDEPENDENT, Feb. 20, 2008,
http://coloradoindependent.com/ 3353/basically-they-lied-to-me. The text of that warning stated:
"Decline to Sign! BE CAREFUL! Every year the number of initiatives on the ballot grows. This
year some 27 different tides have already been filed. They require a threshold number of signatures to
make it on the ballot." Id.
207. Electra Draper, Amendment 46 Gains an Opponent: Group of Churches Fights Measure to Curb
Affirmative-Action Programs, THE DENVER POST, June 10, 2008, at B2 (reporting that "[the council's
executive director, the Rev. Jim Ryan, said the measure to end affirmative action in college
admissions and programs, and in public contracts and employment, is an attack on equal opportunity
for Colorado women and people of color.").
208. Universi y of Northern Colorado Trustees Adopt Resolution Opposing Amendment 46, US FEDERAL
NEWS, Aug. 12, 2008, available at 2008 WLNR 19926485 (noting that at their annual retreat, the
University of Colorado Board of Trustees resolved to oppose the passage of Amendment 46).
209. Myung Oak Kim, Two Thumbs Down on Amend. 46 UNC, Metro St.: Ballot Measure Hurts
Minorities, DENVER ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, Sept. 5, 2008, at 8.
210. Brittany Anas, CU Coach Weighs in onAmendment, BOULDER DAILY CAMERA, Oct. 23, 2008,
at 2.
211. Id.
212. Id.
213. Colorado Basketball Coaches Come Out Against Amendment 46, GREELEY TRIBUNE, available at
2008 WLNR 20167979.
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Nebraska extolling the virtues of choosing the most talented players for their
football teams. 214
Even the publicity about misleading voters into signing the petitions did
not reach all voters as the election approached. Early polls, and even polls
conducted a few weeks before the election, showed that the majority of
Coloradans supported Amendment 46.215 Why would so many Democrats
support Amendment 46? Voter confusion may be the primary reason, with
supporters thinking that the measure provides more equal opportunity instead
of less. 216 The article also noted that an anti-Amendment 46 group was
circulating a petition to bring a counter initiative.217
So what turned Colorado around in the final three weeks before the
election? Was it the messages from Obama's team to vote "no" on the
initiative? 218 Those did not work in Nebraska because there were fewer
Obama voters there, perhaps. 21 9  One notable difference is in the
advertisements, both in support of and against the initiative, in Colorado.
a. Persuasion Factors
Pro-Colorado Civil Rights Initiative ("CCRI") ad ("Jobs ad"):
TEXT: Discrimination and preferential treatment hurt hard
working families
ETHNIC WOMAN: I need this job because I need to support my
family.
CAUCASIAN WOMAN: Well, thank you very much but I think this
company is actually going to go with a different direction. Good luck
[garbled].
TEXT: Vote YES to end discrimination.
ETHNIC WOMAN: I know why I didn't get the job. Because I am
not white. And I am a minority too.
214. See Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative, supra note 162.
215. Matthew Hansen, Nebraska Civil Rights Initiative May Be Out-Polhlng Its Opposition, OMAHA
WORLD-HERALD, Oct. 15, 2008, available at 2008 WLNR 19637651 (explaining that a poll conducted
by Quinnipiac University showed that sixty-three percent of voters support Proposition 46, and
twenty-one percent oppose and also noting that "Doug Tietz, the director for the Nebraska Civil
Rights Initiative, noted that in the same Colorado poll, more voters supported Democrat Barack
Obama than Republican John McCain for president. 'This is an idea that translates across party
lines,' he said, 'I think it's a good indication of where the nation is at on this issue."').
216. Tim Hoover, Affirmative Action Fight: Pr-46 Dems Baffle Party, THE DENVER POST, Aug. 25,
2008, at C01 (noting that "Three recent polls show that support for the measure-which would ban
race and gender preferences in state hiring, contracting and education-is higher among Democrats
than Republicans.").
217. Id.
218. See infra note 231 and accompanying text.
219. See GALE, supra note 150.
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TEXT: Vote YES to end preferential treatment
CAUCASIAN MAN: I applied for this scholarship. I had a 4.0, he
had a 3.5, but just because I was white and he was black I didn't get
the scholarship. Which I thought it was really wrong-because I was
white, I was excluded.
TEXT: Vote YES to keep our jobs.
CAUCASIAN MAN: I went and applied at the local Hooters and
the manager told me I was too bear-chested and that really hurt my
body image.
TEXT: Vote YES on Amendment 46. Because we believe in
Equality for ALL-not just the few.220
Another pro-CCRI ad relied upon an anti-82 message ("anti-82 ad"):
128,000. That's how many Coloradans put Amendment 46, the
Colorado Civil Rights Initiative, on the ballot. Coloradans who want
fairness and equality in government hiring, contracting, and college
admissions, can proudly vote yes on Amendment 46. Unfortunately,
a new deceptive initiative, number 82, seeks to undermine the will of
the voters. Saying that its only purpose was to confuse voters and
undermine honest debate, the Rocky Mountain News has questioned
82's organizers, saying that they have broken new ground in the abuse
of the initiative process. Now they are sending paid signature
gatherers into our community to mislead us. Don't be fooled. Don't
sign number 82. It doesn't end race and gender preferences, or
discrimination in hiring, contracting, and education. There's only one
initiative that stands for fairness and equality: The Colorado Civil
Rights Initiative. Get the facts. ColoradoCRI.org. The Colorado
Civil Rights Initiative. Paid for by the Colorado Civil Rights
Initiative.221
The text of one anti-CCRI ad ("Carpetbagger ad") included a dialogue
with two different voices, and then a third voice, as the narrator at the end
claimed that Amendment 46 was the dirty work of carpetbagger Ward
Connerly. 222
220. Yes on 46 (campaign television advertisement), available at http://www.youtube.com/
watchv=64jDSG8CuV8 (last visited on Jan. 21, 2010).
221. No on Initiafive 82 (campaign radio advertisement, Colorado Civil Rights Initiative) (on file
with author).
222. The ad was later pulled from radio stations after claims of misrepresentation. See, e.g.,
Kevin Flynn, Two Radio Stations PullAnti-A'nendment 46 'Carpetbagger'Ad, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS,
Nov. 1, 2008, at 19, available at http://www.rockymountainnews.com/news/2008/nov/01/rwo-
radio-stations-pull-anti-amendment-46-ad/.
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Another anti-CCRI ad ("KKK ad") shows a likeness of Connerly dressed
in a white robe and pointed hood, and states:
TEXT: A long long time ago, in a far far away land, an evil
millionaire started unraveling decades of civil rights progress.
FIRST VOICE: The only entity that has endorsed the MCRI is the
Ku Klux Klan.
SECOND VOICE: If the KKK thinks that equality is right, God
Bless [sic] them. Thank them for finally reaching the point where
logic and reason are... being applied, instead of hate.
TEXT: 1997 California Proposition 209, 2006 Michigan Proposal
2, 2006 Washington Initiative 200. Ward Connerly ELIMINATED
state funded EQUAL OPPPORTUNITY in all three states. 2008
Nebraska, Arizona, and HERE in Colorado. Ward Connerly's next
three stops. Vote NO on 46.223
Another no on 46 video ("Scratcher ad' states:
You think your family wins when we outlaw equal opportunity?
[visual of a lotto scratcher ticket with "outlaw equal opportunity" in
the background] Scratch the surface and you might think differently
[visual: a page with money bags and the text "scratch the surface and
you and you think differently]. Behind the big promises, Ward
Connerly, a California political operative who used non-profit slush
funds to pay himself more than $7 million dollars [visual: in the
background it shows a bag of money, his photo and the text "paid
himself $7 million for fraudulent initiatives'] And Connerly is a fraud,
using his race to land no-bid contracts worth over a million dollars
from race-based government programs he says he opposes. [visual:
scratching off another money bag to reveal the face of Connerly]
With his plans outlaw equal opportunity: Connerly wins, we lose.
Paid for by ballot initiative strategy center. Check out
BigMoneyConnerly.com. 224
Another no on 46 video ("Hit us ad") shows:
TEXT: A California millionaire is trying to hit us where it hurts.
Just vote NO! on 46. The KKK has endorsed this guys [sic] efforts.
223. No on 46 (campaign advertisement), available at http://www.votenoamendment46.com/?
Connerlyand-theKKK (last visited Jan. 21, 2010).
224. No on 46 (campaign advertisement), available at http://www.votenoamendment46.com/?
He_Wins_We_Lose (last visited Jan. 21, 2010).
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Yup! The KKK has endorsed this guys [sic] efforts! Vote NO! on
Amendment 46, It's not civil and it's not right! Paid for by Vote No
on 46. (Text is accompanied by a series of comedically violent
images, usually ending with a man clutching his groin after being hit
or kicked). 225
Those who promoted each ad did not intend to be balanced, but some
would say that the advertisements still should be fair representations of the
political arguments. The pro-CCR1 Jobs ad speaks of not being treated fairly,
supporting one's family, and getting fair access to scholarships and jobs based
on neither race nor gender. The pro-CCRI/anti-82 ad highlights the
difficulties in doing one's own negative ads. The anti-CCRI forces had
accused the pro-CCRI forces of being misleading, and then they reached
down to the same level. This anti-82 ad could have been more effective if it
conveyed the message in this way:
Don't be fooled by Amendment 46. It doesn't end discrimination in
hiring, contracting, and education-it just ends preferences for women and
people of color. It ends affirmative action for minority groups, but does not
end affirmative action for who your father was, or where he went to school or
how much money you have. It doesn't end preferences, it just ends the ones
that help underprivileged groups make up for past discrimination; it just ends
those that help to promote diversity. White middle-class males will not do
any better under Amendment 46. They just won't be able to continue
blaming blacks, Latinos, Asians, and white women for their failures and
disappointments.
i. Fairness and Balance
The anti-CCRI Carpetbagger and KKK ads do not demonstrate fairness
or balance, but rather appeal to the fear of manipulation and express racism.
The "Scratcher ad" is a direct response to the pro-CCRI Jobs ad, answering
the question of how working families can be hurt by the CCRI and may be
attempting to balance out the debate on the issues impacted by the proposed
initiative.
ii. Interest Groups
The term "civil rights" in the name of the organization on the pro-side
suggests a common interest between the promoters and those who support
civil rights. The Equal Opportunity Fund 2008 is another created interest
group whose name says it all in the appeal to hard working families. On the
225. No on 46 (campaign advertisement), available at http://www.votenoamendment46.com/
?NoOn.46 (last visited Jan. 21, 2010).
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anti-side there is simply the name "No on 46," which is not connected to
anything positive, and does not suggest an affinity or common interest around
larger issues. However, the "No on 46" website notes that the Ku Klux Klan
is on the "yes" side, thus providing a scary and offensive link to the other
side's campaign. The ballot initiative strategy center is the group listed on the
"Scratcher ad," and likely is not a group of long standing.
iii. Forewarning
The Jobs ad appeals to fairness and hard-working families. The "anti-82
ad" seems to be stating a fact-that the voters signed the petition to suggest
that they approve of the measure, rather than the line that the petition
circulators use, which is that you should sign in order to "let the voters
decide." The "Carpetbagger ad" opens with what seems to be a fan getting
Connerly's attention, or picking a fight, the latter suggesting conflict. In
addition, the fact that the ad is paid for by the "No on 46" campaign lets the
listener know that persuasion is the goal. The "KKK ad" begins with a threat
for many-the ugly specter of the horrible racism of the KKK being linked to
the amendment. The "Hit us ad" also begins with a threat. The "Scratcher
ad" refers to a California millionaire, which has a negative persuasive impact.
iv. Disfradfion
All of the ads with multiple voices and the videos with multiple pictures,
voices, and moving and stationary text provide excellent distractions.
Portions of the substantive message can be distracting as well. For instance,
acting as though the people want the measure simply because it made it to the
ballot in the pro-ad deflects the issue that many voters will sign petitions to let
the people decide, and those signatures do not mean support. Moreover,
counter-argument formation is occurring throughout the dialogue, especially
around the issue of being misleading. This additional formulation of counter
arguments may make the commercial ad less persuasive. The "Jobs ad"
makes use of different faces and voices, text and quotes to put a real face on
those who are apparently harmed by discrimination. The segment about the
man who wanted to work at Hooters may be a bit unrealistic. In the "anti-82
ad," the distraction is about who supports the initiative instead of focusing on
those who merely signed for it. The "KKK ad" has distracting visual images
in addition to the text on the screen. The "Carpetbagger ad" distracts by
shifting the focus to Connerly's questionable past rather than the substance of
the initiative. The Hit us ad has lots of funny distracting pictures in the
background but a brief written message that is easy to digest. The "Scratcher
ad" has a lot going on in it, but the basic message (look behind the money to
see Connerly's face) is easy to focus on.
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v. Apparent Experise and Credibiliy
In the pro ads, there are no clues about expertise and credibility. The
"Jobs ad" has some names included, which may or may not be real, but it is
unknown whether the situations are real. In the "Carpetbagger ad," it seems
that the Connerly character is undermining himself by talking about "making
money off of the scam," and failing to deny the charges levied against him by
the other person. The "KKK ad" uses his own words against him, and the
Hit us ad also mentions the KKK. The "Scratcher ad" speaks from a position
of authority, without identifying the narrator, so it may be less effective for
that reason in this category.
ti. Predisposition
The "Jobs ad" appeals to fairness, hard work, and the American way as
attested to in the supporting music in the background. The "anti-82 ad" does
not seem to be persuading at first, but rather, is stating a fact about who
supported (though really only signed for) the initiative. The "Carpetbagger
ad" may get those who are supporters of Ward Connerly initially, until they
realize he is being criticized. The "KKK ad" can only be aimed at those who
might be favoring the initiative but do not want to be labeled racists or put in
the same category as the Klan. The "Hit us ad" may appeal to those with a
more juvenile sense of humor, and also those who would denounce the KKK.
The "Scratcher ad" is appealing to those who might otherwise be convinced
by the "Jobs ad," and also to those interested in lotteries and games of chance.
The ad might have been even more effective if it more explicitly demonstrated
the odds of winning in these games of chance (as the odds that Connerly's
initiative does what he says it will do).
b. Other Factors
One other significant factor in the public understanding of the initiative is
the Secretary of State summary. The Secretary of State Summary and Analysis
for Amendment 46 states:
Discrimination generally means denying access to an individual
based on certain characteristics such as race, age or sex. The term
preferential treatment is often used to refer to policies that assist
historically disadvantaged groups in order to remedy past and current
discrimination or to increase diversity.
The U.S. Constitution protects individuals against unequal
treatment by governments based on such characteristics as race and
gender. Currently, governments may consider race and gender when
choosing among qualified individuals or firms as long as they do so
under a narrowly tailored plan to correct discrimination or promote
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diversity. The use of quotas and point systems, particularly in public
college admissions practices is rarely allowed. 226
The summary for Colorado provided a clear explanation of the existing
law, as well as how the measure would change existing law. 227 This summary
likely played a large role in the margin of victory for the opposition. By
providing a definition of preferential treatment that highlights the remedial
aspects for consideration, as well as the parameters of existing restrictions on
quotas and the consideration of race, the Colorado summary is far superior to
the Nebraska summary. 228  Could this be the reason for the different
outcome?
The arguments for and against the measure also provide a more balanced
and less distracting explanation for voters to evaluate:
i. A quments For
1) Amendment 46 treats everyone equally in public employment,
education, and contracting. Discrimination occurs when people are given
preference based on their race or gender rather than their qualifications.
Preferential treatment leads to resentment and treats women and minorities as
if they cannot succeed on their merits. Furthermore, racial classifications are
divisive for society; preferring one group over another based on race does not
promote equal and fair treatment for everyone.
2) The idea of giving preference to an individual based on race or gender
is outdated for today's society. Race, color, ethnicity, and national origin are
becoming more difficult to define as more Americans identify themselves as
multi-racial. Amendment 46 aligns state policies with the modern world.
ii. Arguments Against
1) Discrimination still exists in today's society, which deprives some
individuals of an opportunity to succeed. Women and minorities earn less, are
under-represented in top-paying fields, and receive fewer public contracting
dollars when compared to non-minority or male groups. Programs that
consider race and gender provide greater access to employment, education,
and business opportunities for historically disadvantaged groups. These
programs have been successful in promoting diversity and correcting past
discrimination, but equality has not yet been achieved.
2) The impact of this measure is uncertain and potentially far-reaching.
Amendment 46 does not define "preferential treatment" or "discrimination,"
226. Legislative Council of the Colorado General Assembly, 2008 State Ballot Information
Booklet, Research Publication No. 576-1 (on file with author).
227. Id.
228. See GALE, supra note 158.
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leaving these terms open to interpretation and lawsuits funded at taxpayers'
expense. Entities that do not have sufficient financial resources for a legal
challenge may simply discontinue offering programs that appear to target
assistance to specific populations. 229
Note that the summary defines the important terms, which aided voters
in comprehending the consequences if the measure succeeded.
Another factor to consider is the extent to which the presidential
candidates may have played a role in the different outcomes in Colorado and
Nebraska. The November 2008 election was to be an historic one, with the
first African American as a major party presidential candidate and the second
major party female vice presidential candidate. These candidates may have
drawn out more female and African-American voters, and opposition to these
candidates likely drew out more male and Anglo voters. In Colorado, the
larger draw went to the opposition of Amendment 46, and to presidential
candidate Barack Obama, with fifty-three percent of the vote. Only forty-
seven percent of the vote went to presidential candidate John McCain, despite
Colorado's past history as "a solidly Republican red state. '230 In contrast, in
Nebraska the majority of the voters selected presidential candidate John
McCain, and voted in favor of Initiative 424.231
Some speculate Amendment 46 failed in Colorado due to the fourteen
other initiatives on the Colorado ballot, including ten proposed constitutional
amendments. 232 Ten out of the fourteen initiatives failed. 233 This may be the
most likely explanation and nothing that can be controlled for. Others
credited the historic moment of having a presidential candidate who is an
African American on the ballot.234
229. Legislative Council of the Colorado General Assembly, 2008 State Ballot Information
Booklet, supra note 226, at 7.
230. Valerie Richardson, Obama Heed DefatAnti-Affirmative Action, WASHINGTON TIMES, Nov.
8, 2009, at A02, available at 2008 WLNR 21432430. See also Barry Noreen, Op-Ed, Ballot Issue Injects
More Volalii'y into Election, THE GAZETrE (COLORADO SPRINGS), June 11, 2008, available at
http://www.gazette.com/news/injects-37199-issue-noreen.html ("Ah, the irony. Initiative 46
eliminates affirmative action programs in Colorado, a goal dear to the hearts of many Republicans.
The proposal's place on the ballot will inspire minority voters who generally will vote against GOP
candidates. Pollsters will tell you that, traditionally, black voter turnout is not as high as that of white
voters. This year, though, Barack Obama's candidacy and the threat of Amendment 46 are expected
to fire up black voters here like never before.").
231. See supra notes 148-50 and accompanying text.
232. Richardson, supra note 230.
233. Id. (stating that "[aids had warned voters against amending the constitution at the behest of
a California-based group.').
234. Id. ("Ward Connerly says his anti-affirmative-action movement wouldn't have taken its
first ballot defeat if not for a buzzsaw named Barack Obama. Mr. Connerly said Mr. Obama's
organization mobilized unprecedented numbers of Democrats who blocked his bid to add Colorado
to the four states that have banned affirmative action.').
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After the election, more reporters criticized "the Connerly formula" for
banning affirmative action.235  Connerly indicated that he might stop the
battle after the 2008 campaigns. 236
IV. Proposed Reforms
Accurate information is essential for informed voting, and there are
several ways to provide more accurate information to voters. First, more
careful monitoring of petition circulators, the information they convey, and
the ways in which they are paid would help diminish opportunities for fraud
and misrepresentation. Secondly, providing more equal access to the
broadcast media would promote a more balanced presentation of the issues
and concerns. Third, promulgating changes in the initiative process,
particularly for constitutional amendments, such as providing upfront judicial
review, would slow the slide towards tyranny of the majority.
A. Monitoring and Mandatory Disclosures for Petition Circulators
Based on the failed campaigns analyzed above, oversight at the earliest
stages of the ballot petition campaign may be the most effective way to
provide more accurate information to the voters. 237 Reducing opportunities
and incentives for voter deception by petition circulators would be a first
step. 238  For instance, in the Michigan case, many of the allegations of
signature fraud came from predominantly African American communities. 239
This discrepancy in fraud allegations between minority and majority
235. See, e.g., Jessica Stites, That's Affirmative, Ms. MAGAZINE, Jan. 1, 2009, at 14, available at
2009 WLNR 1494469 (stating that Connerly's formula is "simple: Deceptively frame the measures as
'civil rights initiatives,' pump in out-of-state money from one of his Californiabased [sic] nonprofits,
focus the conversation on race in college admissions while ignoring the impact on women and girls,
and distract from the crucial fact that the initiatives would slash government contracts for women-
and minority-owned businesses."). The article further explains that "over the period from 1998
through 2006, Connerly and his for-profit consulting business took in upwards of $8 million for the
two nonprofits he also ran. A TV ad shown in both Colorado and Nebraska noted this large
remuneration and Connerly's out-of-state funding sources, calling him a 'carpetbagger."' Id. The
ethical issues may have had an impact as well. See THE COLORADO CIVIL RIGHTS INITIATIVE, Clear
Channel Pulls Anti-Amendment 46 Radio Spots, http://coloradocri.org/pr_1031_08.htmi (noting that
Clear Channel Radio pulled anti-Amendment 46 radio ads after complaints of misrepresentation,
false impersonation, and the use of a racially loaded term "carpet bagger," a term which
"[h]istorically, white segregationists used ... to describe those individuals, including freed blacks,
who moved to the south in the fight to protect the civil rights of former slaves.") (last visited Jan. 22,
2010).
236. See, e.g., Naomi Zeveloff, After Colorado Loss, Ward Connerl May Pull the Plug on Affirmative
Action Bans, THE COLORADO INDEPENDENT, Nov. 7, 2008, http://coloradoindependent.com/
14617/ward-connerly-may-pull-the-plug.
237. See supra notes 120-39.
238. Benson explains that "Concern should be heightened where this group stands to be
uniquely impacted by the passage of the proposal." Benson, supra note 39, at 917.
239. Id.
communities was not actionable. The court reasoned that because all voters
were deceived, not simply minority voters, there was no violation of the
Voting Rights Act.240
Requiring disclosure of whether a petition circulator is being paid or
volunteering her time is another approach that would provide more
information to the voters. 241  In addition, having signatures that were
collected by volunteers count for more than those gathered by paid gatherers
would be a way to encourage more volunteer gatherers, 242 and lessen the
incentive to engage in fraud or misrepresentation. In the end, however, all
registered voters should be careful about what they sign. 243 People should, as
Oregon's Secretary of State Bill Bradbury has said, "treat their signature as
carefully as they do their vote."'244
240. Id. at 909 (citing Operation King's Dream v. Connerly, No. 06-12773, 2006 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 61323, at *51-52). See also Marvin Krislov & Daniel M. Katz, Taking State Constitutions Seriously,
17 CORNELLJ. L. & PUB. POL'Y 295, 331 (2008) (citations omitted) (Krislov states that "[allthough
the actual empirical implications have not been fully theorized, there is reason for concern because
the proposer of a given change has an incentive to manipulate the language of the ballot and
introduce noise into the electoral marketplace. For instance, in the past electoral cycle, a federal
district court found systematic voter fraud when signature gatherers for the Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative (MCR1) were charged with fraudulently telling voters they were signing a petition
supporting affirmative action. This abiity to mislead signatories is, in part, a function of the noisy
environment that is created in proposer involvement in crafting of the circulation title and
summary.").
241. For instance, Ellis suggests that "[s]tates could enact laws that require petitioners to
disclose whether they are using paid petitioners." Richard J. Ellis, Signature Gathering in the Initiative
Process: How Democratic is It?, 64 MONT. L. REv. 35, 92 (2003) (also suggesting that signatures gathered
by volunteers count for more than those gathered by paid petitioners).
242. Id. at 93-94 (citations omitted).
243. Ellis concludes with a word of caution to the voting public:
Absent a judicial change of heart or dramatic legislative action (both very
unlikely), the main responsibility for ensuring the integrity of the initiative process
will rest with individual citizens, who should refuse to sign an initiative petition
until they have read the proposed bill carefully and thought about it for a long
while. Nobody should sign just to be nice or accommodating, or because they
feel sorry for the poor man or because they want him out of their face so they can
get on with the shopping. Most of all, citizens should not give in to the canard
that they should sign so that the people can decide.
Id. at 96-97.
244. Id. at 97, quoting Oregon Secretary of State Bill Bradbury. Ellis continues:
A signature on a petition is not designed to be a measure of faith in "the people"
but of support for a particular policy. If citizens sign petitions without
scrutinizing the merits of what is proposed, then a ballot loaded with initiatives is
not a sign of democratic vitality but rather an abrogation of civic responsibility.
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Restricting how much petition circulators can be paid can also lessen the
incentive to misrepresent. For instance, restricting or preventing per-
signature payments to signature-gatherers reduces the incentive to obtain false
or duplicate signatures. This strategy can now survive constitutional scrutiny
since some circuits have upheld narrower limitations after the United States
Supreme Court struck down a state law which prohibited payment to initiative
petition signature-gatherers as a violation of the First Amendment. 245
Another option would be to pay signature-gatherers by the hour, rather than
by the signature. 246 Requiring per hour, or per day payments would allow the
circulators to focus more on information dissemination, rather than on
convincing voters to sign a petition by misrepresenting its impact. Perkins
proposes that the court apply intermediate scrutiny in these cases, and
provides some guidance on what types of restrictions will not be permissible
and where to draw the line in drafting such legislation. 247
B. Balanced Broadcast Media Coverage and Source Disclosure
Other potential solutions focus on the information that the voters receive
about the initiative once it has been approved for the ballot. Additional
disclosure requirements can provide voters with more accurate and more
effective intelligence on ballot measures during the campaign cycle. 248
Because voter competence is an important government interest, Kang notes
that "there is a government interest in campaign regulation that moves
beyond the current focus on prevention of quid pro quo corruption," 249 and
which "supports 'disclosure plus' regulations that (1) produce heuristic cues
for voters by requiring disclosure from prominent campaign advocates; and
(2) increase public awareness of those heuristic cues by broadcasting them to
the public in a highly visible way. ' 250 Disclosing the people or groups behind
the campaigns, and providing information on their financial contributions,
would be one way to augment the heuristic cues to help voters decide which
side of a ballot proposition more closely aligns with their own interests and
preferences.
245. See, e.g., Benson supra note 39, at 927 (discussing Meyer v. Grant, 486 U.S. 414 (1988)
(striking down Colorado statute prohibiting payment to petition circulators)).
246. See Robin E. Perkins, A State Guide to Regulating Ballot Initiatives: Reevaluating Constitutional
Analysis Eight Years After Bucklfy v. American Constitutional Law Foundation, 2007 MICH. ST. L. REV. 723,
743 (2007) (citation omitted) (providing a history of the initiative process, and legal decisions
involving petition circulation limitations).
247. Id. at 748-51 (citations omitted).
248. Kang, supra note 42, at 1176-77 ("[S]ource disclosure coupled with contribution limits
stands as an example of how regulations can be designed to enhance voter competence while also
satisfying constitutional strictures under Buckly v. Valeo.').
249. Id. at 1177.
250. Id. at 1179.
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Expanding disclosure of supporters raises the issue of whether the names
of the organizations affiliated with, or actually behind, the financial
contributions, should be made rather than simply listing the often "invented"
name of the new organization created to provide publicity to that side of the
debate. With a real person or organization involved, there would be more
accountability. That organization would continue to exist after the election
and could be taken to task for providing misinformation about the source,
effects, or expected consequences of the initiative they advocated for. For
instance, in Colorado, when pre-existing groups like the various coaches
associations and the university boards expressed early opposition to the
initiative, voters were able to discern the extent to which their own interests
lined up with the groups. On the other hand, with groups created as part of
the initiative campaign, such as the Nebraska Civil Rights Institute, and
Nebraskans United, the only interest the group has is in the pro- or con-side
of the debate, and thus, there is no pre-existing group interest that the voter
can check against his own to help him decide upon which side his interests
lie. 251 Having pre-existing groups express their views on the initiatives early in
the process will help to provide voters with more useful cues for determining
how they should vote on a particular initiative.252
Political speech is traditionally protected by the First Amendment. Since
broadcasters have exclusive rights to the airwaves, and choose commercials
based on ability to pay, the public could be prevented from exposure to
important political speech about a ballot proposition if its proponents cannot
afford broadcast time. 25 3 When certain populations "are more reliant on the
broadcast media, the First Amendment rights of these groups will be more
intensely affected by unbalanced coverage over the airwaves. ' 254 Polashuk
251. On Kang's first point, he explains that "[tihe timing of the source cue is important. People
are adept at discounting or crediting the truth of a communication when they already know the
credibility of the source, but they are unskilled at re-evaluating previously received, previously
encoded communications in light of new disclosures about the source's credibility." Id. at 1180.
Thus, finding out about the origin of the group after the fact means that the affiliation has much less
of an impact on the persuasiveness of the message that was already previously delivered.
252. On the second point, Kang notes that the "interest is to publicize the identities of those
groups and provide the public with that information for use as heuristic cues. The goal, then is to
encourage those interested groups to speak directly to the public and make identifiable their position
on the ballot measure. With the limitations of campaign regulation and the hydraulics of reform in
mind, the goal in regulating direct democracy should be to channel political money to forms of
advocacy that will produce wide dissemination of useful heuristic cues." Id. at 1183.
253. Robyn R. Polashuk, Protecting the Pubkc Debate: The Vakdioy of the Fairness Doctrine in Ballot
Initiative Elections, 41 UCLA L. REv. 391, 431 (1993) (citations omitted).
254. Id. at 432. Polashuk explains:
Due to the indispensable nature of the ballot initiative discussion and its potential
for control by one side, the government clearly has a substantial interest in
ensuring a balanced public debate on propositions. Indeed the government's
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explains that the cheaper forms of media (newspapers and internet) are more
commonly used by the more affluent or more educated, whereas the more
expensive media (television and radio ads) are more often relied upon by the
less educated and less affluent voter.255
Applying the Fairness Doctrine to ballot initiatives may help to provide
more accurate, or at least more balanced, information to voters. 256 The
Fairness Doctrine called for fair and balanced coverage of issues of public
importance such as political debates in the broadcast media and permitting
one point of view to be aired only if a contrary view also was aired. This
doctrine was not enacted into federal law, however, because both President
Reagan and President Bush vetoed the legislation each time Congress
attempted to pass it.257
The rationale behind the Fairness Doctrine was "the scarcity of the
broadcast spectrum, the duty of the broadcaster to serve as a public trustee,
the important governmental interest in promoting a public discourse, and the
Doctrine's utility in enhancing this discourse." 25 8 The demise of the Fairness
Doctrine, through the FCC policies, as well as the failure of congressional
interest is even more significant in the ballot initiative context than in other
circumstances where the public debate has less direct impact.
Id. at 432.
255. Polashuk states:
Voters who are better educated or affluent rely on newspapers, rather than
television, as their principal source of news. Conversely, voters who are members
of racial minorities tend to use television more than do their white counterparts.
Further, voters who rely on television coverage have a greater sense of political
alienation than voters for whom newspapers are the primary source of
information. Because less-educated, minority, and alienated voters rely more
heavily on television, broadcast coverage of propositions may disproportionately
impact the decision-making process of these groups. If the discussion of ballot
issues over the airwaves is imbalanced, these voters will have a diminished
opportunity to be fully informed. Thus, the First Amendment rights of less-
educated and minority voters may be more greatly infringed then those of more
educated, non-minority populations. In a communications environment left
completely to the free market, the fact that all issues may be covered fully across
all media may suffice to inform educated and white voters, but offers insufficient
protection to other communities.
Id. at 432-33 (citations omitted).
256. Id. at 430.
257. Val E. Limburg, Fairness Docrine, The Museum of Broadcast Communications,
http://www.museum.tv/eotvsection.php?entrycode=fairnessdoct (last visited Jan. 21, 2010)
(reporting "[c]urrently, however, there is no required balance of controversial issues as mandated by
the fairness doctrine. The public relies instead on the judgment of the broadcast journalists and its
own reasoning ability to sort out one-sided or distorted coverage of an issue.").
258. The FCC applied this doctrine to require that broadcasters show contrasting views on
ballot issues as well. Polashuk, supra note 253, at 392-93.
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legislation due to presidential vetoes, has had a substantial impact on ballot
initiative advertising and information dissemination to the public.25 9  For
instance, when the Fairness Doctrine was in place, a corollary required that
broadcasters provide free airtime to whichever side did not have adequate
funding to counter their adversary's purchase of airtime.260 The ratio of free
time to paid time by the other side ranged from one-third to one-tenth,
depending on what was reasonable under the circumstances. 261
The Fairness Doctrine should apply to the broadcast media in initiative
campaigns because the lack of heuristic cues that Kang discusses may lead to
voter manipulation, since voters are more easily manipulated in these
campaigns. 262 The free market has failed to produce balanced coverage when
the financial resources of the pro- and con-sides are widely divergent. 263 One
reason is that broadcasters may not wish to provide advertising access to
groups that oppose their corporate positions. 264 To the extent that a larger
number of voters obtain their information from the broadcast media, this
imbalance can impact election results. On the other hand, some researchers
have noted that voters obtain information from a variety of sources, and the
imbalance in only one source may not lead to any substantial problem. 265
Campaign literature is likely as biased (or more biased) than television ads, but
because both sides can send it out equally, depending on finances, the
influence of the campaign literature mailed to voters' homes may be reduced
to a function of which side has more money to spend. Those who move
frequently are less likely to actually receive, let alone read, the literature, which
may over-impact low-income and minority communities who rely more on
broadcast media.
C. Simplify Ballot Initiative Language
Simpler language in ballot initiatives and the legislative analyst summaries
is another approach that would make the process more accessible to a larger
number of voters and potential voters. 266 Magleby explains that while some
259. Id. at 393.
260. Id. at 396.
261. Id at 397.
262. Polashuk states: "The malleability in opinion makes the voter more vulnerable to
manipulation and advertising in an initiative campaign than in other contexts." Id. at 404.
263. Polashuk, supra note 253, at 417 (citations omitted).
264. Id. at 420-21. Polashuk also states that "[t]he Doctrine assures that neither side of a
proposition will be able to monopolize the airwaves during the election and 'insures some access to
the electorate even for those who lack the financial resources to purchase air time.' The broadcaster,
as a public trustee, has a responsibility to support the obligations of the Fairness Doctrine and to
allow access during a ballot measure election." Id. at 426 (citations omitted).
265. See WATERS, supra note 33, at 457.
266. See, e.g., Magleby, supra note 44.
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states produce voter information pamphlets with an official summary and
succinct pro and con arguments, only a "small fraction" of voters read them
due to the "frequent reliance on technical language," and a reading grade level
that often exceeds high school education level. 267 He also suggests shorter
ballots to avoid voter drop off.268
What about a campaign to use more simple language, at least in the
summary, to avoid the lack of clarity in the Nebraska summary? 269 This battle
can have a significant outcome for the election as the differences between the
Colorado and Nebraska summaries show. The Colorado summary provided
some definitions and explanations of the consequences of the ballot measure,
whereas the Nebraska summary merely paraphrased portions of the measure
in a way that did not clarify anything for many voters who might not have
understood the words of the initiative itself.27 0
D. Augment Requirements for Constitutional Amendments
States may want to consider modifying the process by which
constitutional initiatives are put before the voters. These modifications could
take a variety of forms, including the following: 1) the legislature creating the
measure first, and then the people voting to ratify it; 2) increasing the
percentage of signatures needed or votes required for passage of
constitutional amendments; or 3) having a higher standard when the proposed
measure attempts to repeal a right that was given to minorities by legislation,
as would be the case with affirmative action.271 Several other authors suggest
a different signature requirement (higher) for constitutional changes, as well as
a supermajority for such changes. 272 Ellis argues that "requiring an initiative
to receive a supermajority of three-fifths or two-thirds of those who voted on
a measure would produce dramatic results," dropping the pass rate in Oregon
from forty percent to thirty percent, and in California would have resulted in
sixty percent of measures being defeated. 273
Another potential solution is one utilized by Nevada, whereby an initiative
to amend the state constitution must receive a simple majority in two
267. Id. at 40.
268. Id. at 46.
269. One author suggests just this. See Peter Brien, Voter Pamphlets: The Next Best Step in Election
Reform, 28 J. LEGIS. 87, 110 (2002) (noting voter preference for voter pamphlets and their correlation
with voter roll-off).
270. See supra notes 158 and 219.
271. See, e.g., Miller, supra note 5, at 38-40.
272. See, e.g., Krislov & Katz, supra note 240, at 336-38 (citations omitted). See also RICHARD J.
ELLIS, DEMOCRATIC DELUSIONS: THE INITIATIVE PROCESS IN AMERICA 127-37 (2002) (citations
omitted) (suggesting a supermajority requirement, or a simple majority in two successive elections,
two years apart).
273. ELLIS, supra note 272, at 129, Table 5.1. See also Miller, supra note 5, at 39.
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successive general elections before it will be enacted. 274 These two elections
are two years apart, which helps to lessen the impact of transitory and "knee
jerk" issue reactions. Following the Nevada model of a majority in two
consecutive general elections is another potential solution that would increase
the amount of time for voters to obtain information about a particular
measure. 275 It would also increase the amount of time for "noise" from the
proponents.
E. Advanced Judicial Review of Proposed Ballot Measures
Advance review of proposed ballot measures is another proposal that
would "mitigate the uncertainty by providing all players involved in the
enterprise some understanding of how the judiciary will interpret a given
measure. ' 276 This would be more than a cursory review of whether or not the
proposed initiative violates the state Constitution, but rather would allow the
state's highest court "to provide a full advisory opinion of how a given
constitutional change would impact existing state-level constitutional and
statutory provisions. ' 277 Rigorous judicial review of ballot measures targeting
minority groups might be appropriate at all stages of the campaign. 278
This rigorous review should include "scrutinizing ballot pamphlets, ads,
and other statements by the proponents explaining why voters should support
the measures" to make sure that the truth is being presented through the
overall campaign. 279 Truth will benefit all because fewer propositions will be
overturned, and voters will not feel as though they were duped after the
election.280
Mandating that investigations be more readily initiated when there are
allegations of fraud or misrepresentation in the petition process is another way
274. See, e.g., ELLIS, supra note 272, at 133.
275. Krislov and Katz, supra note 240, at 333 (citations omitted) (recognizing that the two
consecutive majority model provides more time for voter consideration). Krislov and Katz also state
that "[w]hile the use of these administrative procedures does not ensure the end of noise free
signaling, such a reform could reduce claims than noise, rather than the true voter preferences,
produce [sic] the outputs of constitutional direct democracy. Id. at 332.
276. Id. at 335 (citations omitted).
277. Id.
278. See, e.g., Adams, supra note 25, at 484 ("Where the state's perpetuation of erroneous
stereotypes results in prejudicial harm, the state must prohibit wrongful discrimination even when the
discrimination has majority support. Permitting revocation of this legal protection simply because a
measure captures a majority of voters places too high a value on majoritarian democratic principles
vis-a-vis equality ones.").
279. Id. at 485.
280. Id. at 486 (explaining that "by pressuring the proponents of ballot measures to abandon the
more hostile aspects of their campaigns, a positive gain is made. If measures pass without untruths
and appeals to bias, courts may be less inclined to overturn them. At some level, winning the
community's political support is the best protection for any minority. However, to do so, campaigns
cannot appeal to animus, bias, and falsehoods.").
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to accomplish this goal.281  This mandatory investigation seems like an
obvious suggestion, but if most states do not follow the model that Oregon
has set, then perhaps it is a change worth mentioning.
V. Conclusion
Targeted refinements in the state initiative processes are an important first
step to protecting minority rights while maintaining the benefits of direct
democracy. Changes should focus on providing more complete and more
accurate information to voters, particularly at the petition stage. Greater
disclosures during the campaigns would help to reduce the number of
confusing, misleading, and sometimes deceptive measures surviving to the
election. Media outlets can play a crucial role in the necessary reform by
providing fairer and balanced coverage, as well as opening access when
campaign spending is substantially one-sided. Broader changes, such as a
higher standard for state constitutional amendments or any legislation that
impacts minority rights, would provide even greater protection from the
danger of the tyranny of the majority. The use of the persuasion factors in the
2008 anti-affirmative action campaigns is a reminder that states should again
be mindful of de Tocqueville admonition.
281. See, e.g., Benson, supra note 39, at 921 (asking that state legislatures "require[ ]the relevant
election authorities in their state (in Michigan, the Board of Canvassers) to investigate any substantial
and valid voter-initiated allegation of fraud in the signature-gathering process. Such a change not
only would bring Michigan in line with other states that permit the investigation of fraud, but also
would ensure that relevant state authorities would be able to fully investigate allegations of fraud in
the signature-gathering process.") (citations omitted).
